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Abstract
The fourth generation broadband (4GBB) concept aims for ubiquitous and
high-speed data communication over the existing twisted copper pairs between
the last distribution point and the customer premise equipment. Although
it saves deployment cost for the last-mile communication, using the existing
copper infrastructure makes the system vulnerable to crosstalk due to electromagnetic coupling from the neighboring pairs.
Crosstalk is frequency-dependent and its interfering eﬀects vary with implementation scenarios. When exploring higher frequencies and more functionality
for the copper-based infrastructure, new practical problems emerge which opens
up a space of unknowns to be investigated. This thesis deals with crosstalk,
its eﬀects, its mitigation, and approaches to exploit it in emerging systems
and applications. Dividing the frequency range into three bands and taking
into account the respective architecture’s characteristics, precoding schemes
are proposed that properly process the crosstalk to improve end-users’ quality
of experience.
Chapters I–III of this thesis cope with sudden termination changes that
significantly degrade the delivered throughput to active users when using a
frequency range from 30 MHz to 180 MHz. A general model that interprets the
changed coupling environment is presented and analyzed. Eﬃcient precoder
updating procedures are proposed for both linear and non-linear precoding
systems which minimize the disturbed period to active end-users.
Chapter IV designs modified linear precoders for rate-boosting by utilizing
strong crosstalk between 150 MHz and 300 MHz. Taking advantage of a common network topology in a novel way, the proposed precoding schemes can add
a decent amount of extra data-rate to target end-user(s) on top of the normal
precoding schemes.
Finally, Chapters V–VII revisit the frequencies below 30 MHz and investigate the potential of using the existing copper-based infrastructure as the
analog fronthaul for small-cell densification of the mobile networks. An LTEover-copper system is sketched and analyzed invoking 3GPP requirements. A
v
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Abstract

time-domain precoding scheme is proposed that performs channel estimation
using carried LTE signals and yields an eﬀective channel that is crosstalk-free
and has identical direct paths.
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Introduction
1

Background

After almost 140 years of their debut, copper telephone wires are still playing
an essential role in communication. Far beyond delivering analog vocal signals,
as they were originally designed for, the copper wires have been exploited to
provide various forms of service ranging from traditional computer network
connections to data-rate-intensive applications such as cloud-based storage,
HD video communication and next generation IPTV. The enabling technologies
behind this evolution are generally referred to as digital subscriber line (DSL).
One major impairment of DSL systems comes from the crosstalk due to
electromagnetic couplings between twisted wire pairs. According to diﬀerent
transceiving routes, the crosstalk is classified into near-end crosstalk (NEXT)
and far-end crosstalk (FEXT). In DSL systems, NEXT can be eﬀectively mitigated by duplexing schemes such as frequency-division duplexing (FDD) or
time-division duplex (TDD), whereas FEXT is suppressed by vectoring [1, 2],
as indicated in VDSL2 [3] and G.fast [4] standards.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, both direct and FEXT couplings are highly
frequency-dependent. While direct couplings are generally decreasing with
increasing frequencies, FEXT shows diﬀerent trends within diﬀerent frequency
ranges, which are categorized into three parts in this thesis.
For the frequencies below 30 MHz, FEXT increases with frequency. Within
this range, the magnitude of FEXT is much smaller than signals received via
direct paths, and it is where the prevailing xDSL systems operate.
When frequency extends up to 106 MHz, FEXT reaches its highest levels
while the direct couplings keep on decreasing. As a result, the magnitudes
of the two kinds of couplings become closer, but still keep a considerable gap
in between. This frequency range corresponds to the band used by emerging
wideband communication systems over short multi-pair copper cables such as
the first version of G.fast.
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Fig. 1: Channel measurements for a 30-pair, 100-meter, 0.5 mm cable. K = 8 pairs
are randomly picked from the same binder.

Considering a wideband discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) system with
a group of K twisted-pairs, the channel condition on each sub-carrier can be
represented by a K × K matrix. The first two frequency categories below
106 MHz share the property that the channel matrix on each sub-carrier is
diagonally dominant. Accordingly, a simple and eﬀective linear diagonalizing
precoder [5] can be used in the downstream direction to cancel out FEXT.
As the frequency goes beyond 106 MHz (up to 300 MHz in this thesis),
the coupling magnitude of FEXT paths becomes comparable to that of the
direct paths, which makes the diagonal dominance of channel matrices invalid. The performance of the traditional linear precoder degrades significantly
due to a high normalization penalty. Non-linear precoder applying TomlinsonHarashima precoding [6] is then conceived as an alternative.

2

Contributions of this Thesis

Based on the frequency range division illustrated above, the following content
of this thesis is subdivided into three parts.
The first part studies a new practical issue observed above 30 MHz, which
are the frequencies used in next generation wideband wireline systems, e.g.,
G.fast. This issue is termed sudden termination change (STC), which leads
to a disrupted vectoring operation and accompanying service interruption to
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active end-users. Its influence within a vectored group is captured by a model,
which further induces the proposed updating schemes at the distribution point
(DP)-side.
• Chapters I and II deal with a typical STC case, namely disorderly leaving
event (DLE) for the frequency range from 30 MHz to 106 MHz. A FEXTreflected-NEXT (FRN) model is described for DLE with an ideal initial
status, where all terminations at the customer premise equipment (CPE)side are perfectly matched. Based on this model, a parameterized channel
estimation is proposed for linear precoding systems, which reduces the
estimation eﬀort from O(K 2 ) to O(K). Compared to the state-of-the-art
method, the period during which active users are disturbed is significantly
reduced to just the time it takes to detect the DLE.
• Chapter III extends the model to cover a general STC scenario, and propose solutions for both deactivating and (re)activating STC events. Since
the studied frequencies are also extended up to 180 MHz, the impact of an
STC on both linear and non-linear precoding systems are analyzed. Low
complexity precoder updating procedures are presented, which avoid full
matrix inversion for the linear precoder and full matrix QR-decomposition
for the non-linear precoder. The advantage of a minimized disturbed period for active users is also maintained for the extended scenarios.
The second part focuses on an even higher frequency range, from 150 MHz
to 300 MHz. Since in this scenario FEXT couplings become comparable to the
direct coupling, the FEXT paths can be exploited to support data transmission
instead of being responsible for destructive crosstalk.
• Chapter IV exploits the strong crosstalk in a constructive manner on unused lines or in unused spectrum on neighboring lines to boost data-rate
for active users. At the same time, the destructive crosstalk is eﬀectively mitigated while the regulated spectral power limit per line is still
fulfilled. Two linear precoding schemes, based on maximum ratio combining (MRC) and convex optimization respectively, are proposed which
can deliver decent amount of additional data-rate to each active user
compared to the normal linear precoding scheme.
The third part looks back to the frequencies used by currently operative DSL
systems. The coexistence of LTE and DSL signals is investigated within this
range to explore the potential of having the existing copper-based infrastructure
serve as the analog fronthaul for rolling out small cells. The target is to deliver
a relatively small amount but dedicated LTE data-rate to indoor mobile users
over twisted copper pairs, which have already connected to a multitude of small
cell deploying sites.

4
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• Chapters V and VI discuss the bandplan for running LTE and DSL signals
on the same copper pair, and the possible deploying distance from street
cabinets to customer premises when invoking 3GPP requirements. The
main target is to make the system architecture between remote radio unit
(RRU) and remote radio heads (RRHs) transparent to mobile end-users.
A “black-box” study on the overall in-band amplification and out-of-band
suppression of the RRH is conducted for uplink and downlink respectively.
• Chapter VII deals with crosstalk cancellation for LTE signals in the downstream direction when transmitting over copper pairs. Since the LTE
signal generated by the RRU is typically in time-domain, a time-domain
precoding application is proposed, which cancels crosstalk and creates
eﬀective direct paths that are identical for all involved pairs.
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Abstract
Vectoring is a vital component of wideband wireline communication systems. A disorderly leaving event (DLE) disturbs the vectoring operation since
the precoder, which was designed for the channel before the change, is no longer
up to date. Measurements indicate that the impact of a DLE can be serious for
frequencies beyond 30 MHz, which corresponds to the band used by emerging
wideband communication systems over short multi-pair copper cables such as
G.fast. As an alternative to the state-of-the-art update procedure, this paper
presents an approach to mitigating the DLE problem. By interpreting DLE
with the FEXT-reflected-NEXT (FRN) model, we propose a scheme that enables the showtime lines to return to disturbance-free transmission once the loss
of signal on a certain line is detected while updating the precoder as a background process. Furthermore, the estimation complexity for a K-user vectoring
group is reduced from O(K 2 ) to O(K).
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Introduction

The widespread deployment of cloud-based services and video-on-demand offerings continues to drive data rate and quality of service requirements for
last-mile connections. In response to this trend, the wireline access industry
advances towards a fiber to the last distribution point paradigm [1]. In this scenario, the recently consented G.fast standard [2] exploits shorter copper pairs
and high bandwidth to provide up to around 1 Gbits/s aggregate net data rate.
Modern wideband wireline communication systems (such as G.fast) employ techniques referred to as vectoring [3] in order to cooperatively mitigate
crosstalk. As vectoring relies on accurate channel information, changes of the
terminating impedance in the multi-port wireline channel may cause severe
performance degradation in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as exemplified in Fig. 1. A change of impedance alters the perceived channel coupling
conditions, and leads to residual crosstalk caused by an outdated precoder (or
equalizer).
A particular event resulting in sudden termination change occurs when a
modem within an active vectored group is turned oﬀ abruptly or is disconnected
due to line disruption. This occurrence is called a disorderly leaving event
(DLE), and was first reported during the development of vectored VDSL2 [3].
A fast channel tracking method was proposed in [4] to deal with DLEs in
VDSL2. Unfortunately, it cannot be applied to G.fast since it is based on the
assumption that only one column of the channel matrix changes.
In [5], a procedure is described that allows G.fast transceivers to leave a
vectored group without negatively impacting the performance of other lines in
the same bundle. The main idea is to allow coordination between transceivers at
both ends, and acquire information necessary to update the precoder/equalizer
before the line leaves and its termination impedance changes. While solving
the problem of orderly leaving events, [5] does not address situations where
there is no previous intent announced by the leaving transceiver(s).
This paper has two main contributions: First, we extend the model presented in [6, 7] to address DLEs, and identify the source of DLE disturbance
that we can control. Second, we develop a novel precoder update procedure
that does not disturb other lines while performing channel estimation as a
background process.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a system model is presented to explain DLE. Taking advantage of this model, we formulate the DLE
disturbance in Section 3 and propose in Section 4 a parameter-based channel
estimation procedure that minimizes the impact of DLEs for the remaining
active users. Section 5 demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method
with channel measurements and simulations. Section 6 concludes the work.

12

PAPER I

Fig. 1: SNR on one victim line before and after a termination change. The SNR
drop represents the impact of a disrupted vectoring.

Notation: Bold capital letters (e.g., A) and bold lower-case letters (e.g.,
a) denote matrices and column vectors, respectively. ai,j is an element on
the i-th row and j-th column of A and ai is the i-th element of a. In\i is
an n-dimensional identity matrix excluding the i-th row. Mi {A} denotes an
operator deleting both the i-th row and column from A. Operator “\” excludes
certain element(s) on the right-hand side from the set on the left-hand side.

2

FEXT-Reflected-NEXT (FRN) Model for
DLE

Consider a wideband discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) system with a
group of K twisted pairs (or equivalently, users). The twisted pairs connect the
transceivers at the distribution point (DP) with the customer premise equipment (CPE).
In [6, 7], a FEXT-reflected-NEXT (FRN) model is proposed to characterize the changed coupling condition due to an alien-line impedance mismatch
at the CPE. A DLE is similar—except now the impedance change happens
within the vectored group as illustrated in Fig. 2. Without loss of generality,
we illustrate the DLE coupling model in downstream on a certain sub-carrier.
Since G.fast employs time-division duplex (TDD), the model for downstream
applies, mutatis mutandis, to upstream.
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Fig. 2: Downstream FRN model. Dash lines: Channel paths from DP to the mismatched termination l. Solid lines: near-end coupling paths from the mismatched
termination l to the remaining CPEs.

Let H ∈ CK×K denote the frequency-domain channel matrix on a certain
sub-carrier for the perfectly-terminated case, where diagonal and oﬀ-diagonal
elements are direct-channel coeﬃcients and far-end crosstalk (FEXT) coeﬃcients, respectively. For the sake of simple notation, but without loss of generality, the sub-carrier index is omitted. Let Λ = diag ([λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λK ]) ∈ CK×K
denote a diagonal matrix with termination reflection coeﬃcients and let C ∈
CK×K denote the near-end crosstalk (NEXT) coupling matrix at the CPEside. For scenarios with unequal pair-lengths, C denotes attenuated NEXT (as
illustrated in Fig. 2 for the l-th column of C). The diagonal entries of C, corresponding to the CPE-side echo coeﬃcients, are assumed to be 0. The channel
matrix H′ for the general case is
H′ = H + ∆,
where ∆ = CΛH quantifies the deviation from the all-terminated case according to the FRN model. When the terminations at the CPE are perfectly
matched (i.e., λi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , K), then ∆ = 0 and thus H′ = H.
Vectoring enables cooperative signal processing within the group. A properly designed precoder in downstream and equalizer in upstream at the DP
significantly reduces FEXT. In this work, we focus on linear precoding and
thus on the frequency range up to 106 MHz (cf. [2]). Specifically in downstream, let G = diag ([g1 , g2 , . . . , gK ]) ∈ RK×K denote a diagonal matrix with
the gain adjusters for each line on the main diagonal. Assume that the cyclic
prefix of DMT is not shorter than the impulse responses of the coupling paths.
Furthermore, assume that the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) for the
group users is well synchronized. After including linear precoder Po , transmitting x ∈ CK×1 at the DP-side yields the receive signal y ∈ CK×1 given
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y = H′ Po Gx + n,

where n ∈ CK×1 denotes the background noise. An ideal precoder designed for
H at DP neutralizes the crosstalk eﬀectively such that for the input symbols x
HPo Gx = Σx,

(1)

where Σ ∈ CK×K is diagonal.
In practice, most often only one diagonal element of Λ will deviate significantly from 0 as a result of a DLE (i.e., mismatch of a single line only). Assume
line l exhibits a DLE, which is quantified by a reflection coeﬃcient |λl | ≫ 0.
Consequently, ∆ ̸= 0 and all FEXT coupling coeﬃcients change. The new
FEXT arriving at termination k, (k ̸= l) is determined by
(h′k )T = hTk + ck,l λl hTl ,
where hTl indicates the l-th row of H, and (h′k )T is the k-th row of H′ . The
outdated precoding with Po fulfilling Eq. (1) yields the disturbed receive signal
y′ = HPo Gx + n + CΛHPo Gx,
|
{z
} |
{z
}
yd

(2)

ξ

where yd is the desired receive signal obtained in the perfectly-terminated case
and ξ is the residual crosstalk due to the DLE. Equivalently, the eﬀective
channel changes from H to H′ = H + ∆.
The FRN model described in [6, 7] suggests that FEXT arrives at and is
reflected by the alien mismatched termination only. Compared to the alien-line
case, in a DLE the leaving line is always active. As the direct path hl,l has
a lower channel attenuation than the FEXT paths hl,k , k ∈ {1, . . . , K}\l, the
residual-crosstalk issue in a DLE could be even worse.
We demonstrate the impact of a DLE on the channel coupling conditions by
means of crosstalk-paths and direct-path measurements from a 30-pair, 100 m,
0.5 mm cable [8]. 10 pairs from a single binder were chosen at random. The
measurement points follow a 51.75 kHz sub-carrier spacing, and we consider
2 048 sub-carriers in total corresponding to the frequency range up to 106 MHz.
The all-terminated case and a DLE-case where line l = 10 is left unterminated
yield two 10 × 10 matrices H and H′ respectively. The 10-th row of H′ is left
the same as that of H. The corresponding channel-matrix deviation is thus
given by ∆ = H′ − H. We quantify the impact of this DLE on vectoring in
terms of the worst residual crosstalk Pkrx over all lines
Pkrx = P tx + 20 log10 (max |δi,k |),
i

(3)
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the strongest crosstalk caused by each column of ∆, when
having a vectored group size of K = 10 and line l = 10 is leaving.

when line k is excited by a signal with transmit power spectrum density (PSD)
P tx . In essence, Eq. (3) evaluates the maximum power of the k-th column of
∆.
Fig. 3 shows the crosstalk power for P tx = −76 dBm/Hz with respect to the
background noise of −140 dBm/Hz. Clearly, the channel changes in the column
l = 10 (black curve) are dominant, which is consistent with the assumption
in [4]. However, channel changes in the other columns become disturbing for
frequencies beyond 30 MHz. Except for the l-th row, every other entry of ∆
contributes to the new channel H′ . Equivalently, almost every element of H
changes due to a DLE.

3

Residual Crosstalk Analysis

In downstream direction, changed channel coupling conditions result in an outdated precoder. Specifically, the linear precoder as in [9] defines
Po = H−1 HΣ ,

(4)

where the diagonal matrix HΣ contains direct channel coeﬃcients of the allterminated channel H.
Consider the DLE case where line l leaves while all other lines are perfectly
terminated. Thus, Λ = diag ([0, . . . , 0, λl , 0, . . . , 0]) and the resulting reflection-
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followed-by-NEXT paths CΛ are given by
[
CΛ = 0 . . . 0 vl

]
0 ... 0 ,

(5)

where the reflecting crosstalk coeﬃcients are defined in a vector as
T

vl = λl [c1,l , . . . , ci,l , . . . , cK,l ] .

(6)

According to Eq. (2), the residual crosstalk when using the outdated precoder
Po is given by
ξ = CΛHPo Gx
= CΛHΣ Gx.

(7)

Using Eq. (5), the expression (7) for the residual crosstalk simplifies to
ξ = vl hl,l gl xl
= vl σl xl ,

(8)

where xl is the l-th element of x, and σl = hl,l gl is the eﬀective gain for path l.
Eq. (8) reveals that retaining the outdated precoder Po can eliminate the
possible FEXT-reflected-NEXT components since the precoder keeps doing its
job of mitigating/eliminating FEXT arriving at the reflective surface of termination l. The only source of the residual crosstalk ξ is the transmitted signal
xl on the leaving line via the l-th direct channel hl,l (see the bold dash line in
Fig. 2), which is then reflected and couples to other CPEs via vl .
A traditional reaction to DLE, however, is to stop transmission on the
leaving line as soon as possible, and quickly update the linear precoder at the
DP to P fulfilling
Ml {H} PMl {G} = Ml {Σ} ,
(9)
to diagonalize the dimension-reduced original channel Ml {H}. The FRN
model implies that stopping transmission on the leaving line only avoids FEXT
from line l (i.e., the l-th column of H), but does not avoid FEXT to line l (i.e.,
the l-th row of H). Instant update of the precoder to P does not cancel FEXT
through paths hl,k for k ∈ {1, . . . , K}\l, which are then reflected at mismatched
port and couple as NEXT to the victim lines resulting in residual crosstalk.
Moreover, immediate line shutoﬀ is sensitive to DLE false alarm or detection
failure [4], which leads to unnecessary retraining of the transceivers.
In the upstream direction, the FRN model suggests that the leaving line l
“emits” an unwanted upstream signal as a result of “incoming” NEXT being
reflected by the mismatched port at the CPE side. The resulting upstream
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Fig. 4: G.fast TDD structure at the DP-side. Time gaps are reserved between paired
down- and up-stream as Tg2 and between upstream and next downstream as Tg1 . The
sum of the Tg1 and Tg2 equals to one DMT symbol duration.

FEXT through coupling into k ∈ {1, . . . , K}\l is taken care of by the interference canceler, whose coeﬃcients are still correct for coupling paths from line l
at the CPE to lines k ∈ {1, . . . , K}\l at the DP. The resulting upstream FEXT
coeﬃcients from lines k ∈ {1, . . . , K}\l into line l change and cause residual
FEXT at the interference canceler output on line l, which is no problem since
transmission on line l is interrupted anyway.

4

Proposed Residual-Crosstalk-Free Channel
Estimation

A reference time-line for G.fast TDD frames is shown in Fig. 4. A typical
TDD frame is Tf = 750 µs long and consists of Nf = 36 DMT symbols. A
superframe for this setting consists of Nsf = 8 TDD frames. The first frame of
each superframe is a sync-frame, which contains one synchronization symbol
located at a predefined symbol position in both directions. The sync-frame is
then followed by 7 regular frames without synchronization symbols.
Assume that a DLE happens at time instant tl at the CPE. In case tl[ falls
into a downstream transmission
interval of the i-th TDD frame (tl ∈ (i −
]
1)Tf , (i − 1)Tf + Tds ), the
DP
will
detect this event during
[
] the next upstream
transmission period (t ∈ (i − 1)Tf + Tds + Tg2 , iTf − Tg1 ). The DP initiates
upstream channel tracking and in the next downstream transmission period
and onwards (t ≥ iTf ), it transmits idle symbols [2] at non-synchronization
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Fig. 5: Flowchart of proposed operation at the DP-side

symbol positions on the leaving line l. The main idea is to mute the data
symbols on line l but keep transmitting the anti-crosstalk signals to cancel out
FEXT arriving at the mismatched termination of line l at the CPE. According
to the FRN model (cf. Fig. 2), there is thus no energy to cause reflections and
subsequent NEXT into the other lines. A more detailed illustration for this
special operation will be given below. If the DLE occurs during an upstream
transmission interval, the channel tracking for upstream and “muting line l”
for downstream launch directly.
Generally, instead of turning oﬀ the leaving line immediately after detecting
a loss of signal (los), channel estimation and precoder update in downstream
direction is accomplished by alternating two kinds of special symbols: idle
symbols and synchronization symbols (as illustrated in Fig. 5).
Silent mode By modifying the l-th gain adjuster to be gl = 0 at nonsynchronization symbol positions, idle symbols are transmitted on the leaving line. The residual crosstalk ξ in Eq. (8) on the victim lines becomes
ξ = vl hl,l xl · 0 = 0. It enables “silent” estimation and updating in the sense
that active users remain undisturbed. Thus, we call this kind of transmission
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mode silent mode. The DLE noisy period is at most Tds + Tg2 before los on
line l is detected.
Synchronization mode Synchronization symbols are transmitted every
6 ms (i.e., one superframe duration) on each line in G.fast. Assume J superframes are required before the estimation is completed. Let tj be the
time instant to transmit the j-th downstream synchronization symbol. In this
specific time slot, the l-th gain adjuster is set back to gl , which is used for transmission before DLE. According to Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and Eq. (8), transmitting
synchronization symbol s(tj ) = [s1 (tj ), . . . , sl (tj ), . . . , sK (tj )]T yields
q(tj ) = Σs(tj ) + vl σl sl (tj ) + n
= Σ (s(tj ) + e(tj )) ,
where e(tj ) = Σ−1 (vl σl sl (tj ) + n). The synchronization error samples
IK\l e(tj ) on the victim lines are then fed back to the DP [2].
After sending the synchronization symbol at the scheduled time instant,
the transmission on line l goes back to idle symbols for all non-synchronization
symbol positions. Keep on alternatively sending idle symbols and synchronization symbols on the leaving line until DP collects J error symbols on the victim
lines as
E = IK\l [e(t1 ), e(t2 ), . . . , e(tJ )]
= IK\l Σ−1 vl σl sTl + N,
T

where sl = [sl (t1 ), . . . , sl (tJ )] is the synchronization sequence transmitted on
the leaving line l at tj (j = 1, . . . , J), and N ∈ C(K−1)×J is the equalized additive noise on victim lines for J synchronization time instants. The contributing
reflecting crosstalk coeﬃcients in Eq. (6) can be estimated by
(
)−1
Ml {Σ} Es∗l sTl s∗l
bl =
v
,
σl

bl ∈ C(K−1)×1 ,
v

(10)

where s∗l is the conjugate of sl . Although the full channel matrix of Ml {H}
is changed due to a single DLE, the estimation eﬀort of the proposed method
reduces from (K − 1)2 parameters to K − 1 by modelling the changed coupling
condition with reflecting crosstalk coeﬃcients in vl .
During the whole process, the DP-side is still able to track the received
signal power on line l. In case of, for example, a false alarm of DLE, no channel
retraining is required and it is fast to get back to the normal transmission by
a simple setting on gl .
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Fig. 6: SNR drop on victim line 1 after DLE, given full line transmission with the
outdated precoder Po .

With vl estimated, the precoder can be updated for the new channel matrix
Ml {H′ } according to the FRN model, i.e.,
(
)−1
b = Ml {H} + v
bl E Tl HITK\l
P
Ml {H′Σ } ,

(11)

where E l is an elementary column vector with only 1 on the l-th position and
0s elsewhere.

5

Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the proposed scheme, we consider a vectoring system with
K = 3 users operating on the 100 m-cable [8] introduced in Section 2. A
DLE occurs on line l = 3. We use G.fast system parameters [2] and focus
on the frequency-range up to 106 MHz. The special silent mode we propose
in Section 4 is appraised in terms of SNR drop, introduced in Fig.1. We also
compare our operation with the traditional method both in frequency and in
time based on the PSD of the resulting residual crosstalk.
Fig. 6 shows that the SNR drop caused by a DLE on the victim lines can
be mitigated by setting the gain scaling factor of line l to zero, which would
essentially solve the DLE problem. However, keeping the analog front-end
running to send pure anti-crosstalk signals consumes power. If the line has
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Fig. 7: Residual crosstalk in frequency after DLE on victim line 1.

already left, it is thus desirable to invoke the second mode in order to update
the precoder for the new dimension-reduced channel Ml {H′ }.
Fig. 7 presents the residual crosstalk PSD on one of the victim lines in the
vectored group. By stopping transmission on the leaving line and updating
the precoder to P based on the dimension-reduced original channel Ml {H}
(i.e., the traditional operation as defined by Eq. (9)), there is an improvement
in SNR (comparing the second curve to the top one). However, the residual
crosstalk power level is still far above the background noise level, especially for
high frequencies where the crosstalk channel has a power level closer to that of
the direct channel. Thus, further channel tracking is needed.
In contrast, both modes in our proposed operation suppress the residual
crosstalk down to the background noise level throughout the studied frequency
range. The victim lines are able to retrieve the residual-crosstalk-free transmission via the silent mode (yellow curve). With J = 1 synchronization symbol,
b can eﬀectively take care of the new channel matrix
the estimated precoder P
Ml {H′ } (green curve).
Assume no persistent detection of los requirement as in [3] is considered for
now, and no signal processing time is counted in. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 compare
the residual crosstalk on a certain sub-carrier when the DLE happens at two
extreme time slots (time instants indicated by the black line): Fig. 8 shows the
longest time distance to the next synchronization symbol, and Fig. 9 presents
the shortest time distance. The average residual crosstalk power on victim line
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Fig. 8: Average residual crosstalk E[|ξ1 |2 ] in time on victim line 1 in downstream
at the worst situation: DLE happens one symbol after the synchronization symbol
during downstream transmission interval.

k is calculated over one frame on one sub-carrier as
Nds
1 ∑
|ξk (j)|2 ,
E[|ξk | ] =
Nds j=1
2

where Nds is the number of DMT symbols assigned to downstream transmission
in one frame.
As indicated with diﬀerent vertical time lines in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, both the
traditional and our proposed method deal with the DLE disturbance in two
steps. Once los is detected, the first step is taken in the next frame (time
instant marked by the yellow line). For the traditional method, the channel dimension is reduced and the precoder is updated to P. For our proposed method,
the silent mode is activated by transmitting idle symbols on the leaving line.
Both methods work well on low-frequency sub-carriers (e.g., 20 MHz in Fig. 8a
and Fig. 9a). However, on higher-frequency sub-carriers (e.g., 100 MHz), P is
not adequate for crosstalk cancellation, as shown by the error plateau in Fig. 8b
and Fig. 9b. Residual crosstalk severely disturbs the active users before enough
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Fig. 9: Average residual crosstalk E[|ξ1 |2 ] in time on victim line 1 in downstream at
the best situation: DLE happens one frame before the synchronization frame during
upstream transmission interval.

error samples can be collected (time instant marked by the pink line) to proceed with a second step, aiming at a precoder update based on the acquired
estimates. A traditional way is to perform an elementwise estimation of the
dimension-reduced new channel Ml {H′ } using synchronization symbols and
pilot sequences. When Hadamard sequences are applied, 2⌈log2 (K−1)⌉ synchronization symbols are required to estimate (K − 1)2 channel matrix elements.
For example, a single DLE in a vectored group of K = 100 would keep on disturbing the active users for at least 128×6 = 768 ms, and require an estimation
of 992 = 9 801 entries for each sub-carrier.
The proposed operation, instead, keeps residual crosstalk close to the background noise level during and after the process of estimation and update (time
instant marked by the green line), and makes the dimension-reducing operation unnoticeable. Once the DP is aware of the los, there is no more crosstalk
disturbing the victim lines. Given persistently detected los on line l and accomplished estimation of the new channel matrix, it is safe then to completely
remove line l from the vectored group.
It is worth noting that keeping the precoder the same as before the DLE
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during channel estimation has three advantages. First, other active users in
showtime are not disturbed, thanks to the silent mode. Second, it enables
FRN-based modelling, which significantly reduces the estimation eﬀort. A
traditional method requires orthogonal synchronization sequences to estimate
(K − 1)2 channel coeﬃcients, while our parameter-based method can exploit
the synchronization symbols on line l as a unique reference for estimating the
K − 1 reflecting coeﬃcients only. Third, our estimation does not rely on the
orthogonality property. The traditional method shows a slightly higher residual
crosstalk-PSD level on severely impacted sub-carriers (cf. Fig. 8b and Fig. 9b),
since the required orthogonality is degraded by background noise.

6

Conclusion

A sudden termination change due to a DLE alters the original channel matrix
of a vectored group, which can have serious consequences for the vectoring
operation. Based on the FRN model, we identify the sources and paths for
residual crosstalk after the DLE and introduce a model that is parameterized
by reflecting crosstalk coeﬃcients. A procedure for channel estimation and precoder update in the downstream direction is proposed. Temporarily retaining
the outdated precoder after a DLE narrows potential residual crosstalk paths
down to only the direct channel of the leaving line. Compared to the stateof-the-art method, the period during which active users are disturbed can be
significantly shortened to the time it takes to detect the loss of signal and the
estimation complexity for a K-user system is reduced from O(K 2 ) to O(K).
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Abstract
Vector Control Entity and method therein for Disorderly Leaving Events,
DLEs, causing Sudden Termination Change in a DSL system. The method
comprises, when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and
the transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued: obtaining at least one
error sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the vectored group of DSL
lines, and calculating an estimate of the channel coeﬃcients, H′ , changed due to
the DLE. The estimate is calculated based on the at least one error sample, and
thus a channel estimate is provided. The method further comprises modifying
a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate, such that retraining of
the other lines in the vectored group due to the DLE is avoided. The estimate
of the channel coeﬃcients is calculated based on the model H′ = H + CΛH.
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Technical Field

The invention relates to a method and an arrangement in a Digital Subscriber
Line, DSL, system, in particular to the handling of Disorderly Leaving Events,
DLE, in a DSL vectoring system.

2

Background

Vectoring technology cancels the FEXT (far-end crosstalk) between DSL lines,
and therefore maximizes DSL system performance. Vectoring technology enables oﬀering 100 Mbps per user with DSL lines e.g., between the end of a fiber
network and the Customer Premises Equipment, CPE.
The Telecommunication Standardization Sector of the International Telecommunication Union, ITU-T, has been standardizing a vectoring standard
G.993.5 [1], and the first recommendation of G.993.5 was approved on April
22nd, 2010. The cancellation of the FEXT is done at the DSLAM (Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer) side. The downstream FEXT is pre-cancelled
by a precoder in the DSLAM, while the upstream FEXT is cancelled by an
upstream crosstalk canceller in the DSLAM. The recommendation provides a
way to estimate the FEXT channel in both downstream and upstream and
utilize the estimated channel to cancel the crosstalk.
A Disorderly Leaving Event, DLE, which may alternatively be denoted e.g.
Disorderly Shutdown Event, DSE, on a DSL line occurs e.g., when a user
unplugs the telephone cable or turns oﬀ the CPE abruptly. The disorderly
shutdown of a DSL line may change the crosstalk channel characteristics, i.e.
the crosstalk coupling to other lines, due to the impedance change at the CPE
end which is disorderly shut down.
However, when using vectoring, the precoder in the DSLAM remains unchanged after a DLE and continues to be optimized for the original channel
characteristics, i.e., the channel characteristics before the DLE. This could result in a significant SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) drop for other lines, since the
precoder is outdated and thus cannot completely cancel the crosstalk from the
line which is disorderly shut down. A DLE on one line can make other lines
retrain. In VDSL2, retraining a line may take 30 seconds, which is a considerable interruption, e.g., in IP-TV services. Even though the retrain time is
significantly shorter in G.fast, it is still several seconds, which would still cause
undesirable service interruption.
A method for handling DLEs is presented in [2], which is the work of two
of the inventors of the present disclosure, and which is incorporated herein
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by reference. According to this method, a partial channel estimate is derived
after the DLE, and is combined with a channel estimate derived before the
DLE. That is, a part of the original channel estimate, in form of a channel
coeﬃcient matrix, is replaced with a new estimate, e.g., a column of the channel
coeﬃcient matrix. This method works very well for frequencies where the
crosstalk between lines is within certain limits. However, when using higher
frequencies for communication, such as in G.fast [3], the crosstalk between
lines is larger, and thus all parts of the channel coeﬃcient matrix are aﬀected
to a larger extent, even though the change in some parts may still be dominant.
Measurements indicate that the impact of DLE is serious for frequencies around
30 MHz and beyond, which is of interest for G.fast.
Thus, there is a need for a fast method for estimating a channel, a channel
tracking method, which works well also for higher frequencies.

3

Summary

An object of the invention is to provide a fast channel tracking mechanism for
handling Disorderly Leaving Events, DLEs in DSL systems.
According to a first aspect, a method is provided for handling DLEs causing
Sudden Termination Change, STC, in a DSL system. The method comprises,
when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and the
transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued: obtaining at least one error
sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines,
and calculating an estimate of the channel coeﬃcients, H′ , changed due to the
DLE. The estimate is calculated based on the at least one error sample, and
thus a channel estimate is provided. The method further comprises modifying
a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate, such that retraining of
the other lines in the vectored group due to the DLE is avoided, and errors are
also minimized. The estimate of the channel coeﬃcients is calculated based on
the model H′ = H + CΛH.
According to a second aspect, a Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, is provided
for handling DLEs causing Sudden Termination Change, STC, in a DSL system.
The VCE is configured to: when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of
DSL lines, and the transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued: obtain at
least one error sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the vectored group
of DSL lines, and further to calculate an estimate of the channel coeﬃcients,
H′ , changed due to the DLE, based on the at least one error sample, thus
providing a channel estimate. The VCE is further configured to modify a
downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate, such that retraining of
the other lines in the vectored group due to the DLE is avoided and errors are
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also minimized. The VCE is further configured to calculate the estimate of the
channel coeﬃcients based on the model H′ = H + CΛH.

4

Brief Description of the Drawings

The foregoing and other objects, features, and advantages of the technology
disclosed herein will be apparent from the following more particular description
of embodiments as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The drawings
are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating
the principles of the technology disclosed herein.
Fig. 1 shows a DS FEXT-reflected-NEXT model for OLE/DLE, where
H(i, j) denotes the entry on the i-th row and j-th column of H. Same notation
is used for C.
Fig. 2 illustrates G.fast TDD structure at VCE/DP/CO.
Fig. 3–4 illustrate procedures performed by a VCE/DP/CO, according to
exemplifying embodiments.
Fig. 5–6 show a VCE/DP/CO according to exemplifying embodiments.

5

Detailed Description

Briefly described, a solution is provided for enabling a fast update of the precoder for after a sudden impedance change on a line termination. A fast channel estimation method is provided to fast track the channel change and quickly
update the precoder accordingly. The fast channel estimation, or tracking,
method utilizes a new model for estimating the channel, and is applicable for
all frequencies used for DSL communication, also for higher frequencies around
30 MHz and beyond.
The solution described herein relates in particular to emerging wideband
communication systems over multi-pair copper cables, such as the recently
drafted standard ITU-T G.fast [3]. In general, it is distinguished between
sudden impedance changes, caused by lines inside a vectoring group, hereinafter
referred to as disorderly leaving lines, and outside a vectoring group, hereinafter
referred to as alien-line termination changes. This invention focuses on the
former, i.e. disorderly leaving lines, especially when occurring on the CPE
side.
Tracking the channel according to the standardized state-of-the-art way,
i.e., relying solely on sync symbols and updating the entire channel matrix using
the mechanisms described in the standard, causes far-end crosstalk (FEXT) for
other users for a considerable amount of time, until the update is completed.
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Modems that are suddenly, i.e., without prior warning or preemptive actions, turned oﬀ, change their operating mode, or are disconnected due to line
disruption, cause sudden changes of the termination impedance, which they
present to a multi-port wireline channel. In the prior art, such events are often referred to as Disorderly Leaving Events, DLEs or Disorderly Shutdown
Event, DSE, as stated previously. These terms will also be used herein for
denoting such events. Another term which may be used herein to denote such
events is Sudden Termination Changes, STCs. Any change in the termination
impedance on one or more of the channels line(s) manifests itself as a change
of a channel coeﬃcient matrix. In general, a DLE alters all the coeﬃcients of a
channel matrix, and the changes increase with increasing frequencies. As previously mentioned, measurements indicate that the impact of DLE is serious
for frequencies around 30 MHz and beyond.
Advanced wideband wireline communication systems employ signal coordination in order to mitigate crosstalk among lines. Corresponding techniques,
referred to as vectoring, rely on accurate channel information. Sudden channel
changes disturb the vectoring operation since a precoder, which was designed
for the channel before the change, is no longer up to date. The mismatch may
result in residual crosstalk causing a signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, drop that is
beyond a reserved SNR margin and makes active end users suﬀer from packet
errors and losses.
An exemplifying procedure according to an embodiment of the herein disclosed solution will be described below as comprising three parts, where at least
b) is optionally performed in order to reduce interference to other lines in a
vectored group.
a) A DLE at the CPE side is detected by a power detector. Particularly if a
CPE is unplugged in a DLE, the received power in upstream will go down
to zero. In this case, a loss of signal will be detected. In a TDD system
like G.fast, if a DLE happens at the CPE side during an upstream, US,
slot, it may be detected in the same slot and counter measures (described
in b) below) can be taken in the following downstream, DS, slot. If an
STC happens during a DS slot, it may be detected in the next US slot
and counter measures can be taken in the following DS slot. In a FDD
system like VDSL2, the detection process starts as it happens.
b) As soon as a DLE has been detected, the DS data signal intended to
the disorderly leaving line i may be replaced by zeroes. That is, during
data symbol slots, zeroes are transmitted. The precoder then generates
a low-power “anti-crosstalk” signal that cancels the FEXT at the CPE
port. In this case, on the disorderly leaving line, the direct signal intended
to its own CPE is gone. On each victim line, the precompensated signal
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associated with the direct signal of the disorderly leaving line is also gone,
while the precompensated signals associated with the direct signal of all
other victim lines are kept unchanged. Based on the FRN-model, which
will be described below, there is no signal entering the port, thus there
is no signal to be reflected and subsequently coupled via NEXT to the
other ports—the other lines remain undisturbed during DS transmission.
An alternative to sending zeroes is sending the DS data signal intended
to the disorderly leaving line in a suﬃciently low power.
c) During synch-symbol slots, regular synch symbols, and not zeroes as in
the data symbol slots, are transmitted, and a specific channel estimation
scheme is employed. The scheme, which will be described below is based
on the FRN model and reduces the complexity from estimating (K −
1) × K channel coeﬃcients, i.e., all changed coeﬃcients, needed by the
state-of-the-art approach to only K − 1 reflection coupling coeﬃcients, in
order to track all changed coeﬃcients.
In step b), it has been realized by the inventors that it is advantageous to
set the gain scaling factor of the leaving line to zero during the data symbols
and other non-sync symbols after the detection of a DLE, or loss of signal on
the line, while keeping the precoder coeﬃcients unchanged, especially the coeﬃcients on the columns associated with the victim lines. On the disorderly
leaving line, only the direct signal intended to its own CPE is muted, while the
precompensated signal from other lines to the disorderly leaving line is kept. On
other lines, we keep transmitting both direct signals and the precompensated
signals among these victim lines. Therefore, this operation does not stop the
transmission on the leaving line completely. If the line is completely stopped,
no signal would be present on the leaving line and the precompensated signal
component from other lines to the leaving line would also disappear. Basically,
the signals associated with the data symbols intended to the leaving line CPE
are disappeared on all lines. It should be noted that data symbols here may
include all non-sync symbols, if other symbols are also needed to be protected.
In this document, we show mathematically and also experimentally via simulations that when using the suggested solution, there will be no residual crosstalk
due to the mismatch of the outdated precoder and the changed channel. Note
that in this step, the precoder is kept unchanged. At a DLE, the crosstalk
channel changes are due to the reflected signals from the disconnected port of
the leaving line to other lines. By keeping the original precoder, at least of
the coeﬃcients associated with the victim lines, no crosstalk signals from the
victim lines will arrive at the disconnected port and thereby no crosstalk will
be reflected. And the signal of the disorderly leaving line is also muted. No
crosstalk is caused by the leaving line either. Therefore, no residual crosstalk
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will be present in the system.
Although the method of muting the direct signal of the leaving line described above takes away the residual crosstalk at the CPE end, it may cause
unnecessary erasures, i.e., errors, on the leaving line in the case of a false detection of a DLE. If step b) above is not performed, and regular transmission is
continued and step c) is performed directly, the fast tracking algorithm is very
robust with false detections. However, step b) is easy to implement and also
relax the time requirement for the fast tracking implementation. With step b),
step c) can gain more time for the algorithm execution while not causing errors
and therefore reduce the hardware complexity for fast tracking. As previously
stated, the muting method is advantageous but optional. An alternative to the
muting method/step b) is to continue the transmission on the leaving line as
before the DLE. As explained above, the solution described herein would still
be applicable. Note that during the transmission of sync symbols, the gain
scaling factor of the leaving line is not set to zero. So, when applying an exemplifying embodiment comprising the muting method, the gain scaling factor
may alternate between zero, or close to zero, and the original value during data
symbols and sync symbols, respectively. In other words, during transmission of
sync symbols, the gain scaling factor is equal to, or at least in parity with, the
gain scaling factor used for transmission before the DLE; and during transmission in data symbol positions after the DLE, the gain scaling factor is set to
zero, or at least close to zero. In principle, during sync symbols, gain scaling
can be set to any non-zero number. When the non-zero number is known by
the VCE/CO, the channel estimation can be resolved. However, using original
value is of interest of practical implementation.
In order to update the precoder to match the channel after the DLE, it is
necessary to track the channel change. The precoding coeﬃcients of the other
lines, i.e., lines other than the leaving line, should be updated such that residual
crosstalk is cancelled by the (updated) precoder when the transmission on the
leaving line has been completely stopped. In this invention, the crosstalk channel change is modelled as the reflected crosstalk from the leaving line. Based
on this model, a fast channel estimation method is proposed to estimate only
the modelled reflected crosstalk coeﬃcients, which are modelled as a vector
with the elements of the number of other lines. The estimated elements of the
vector are much fewer than that of a matrix. Thus, the channel change can be
estimated with only one error sample report corresponding to one sync symbol, which is much faster than for a prior art conventional channel estimation
scheme. For example, for 10 lines, a normal conventional channel estimation
scheme needs the error samples of 16 sync symbols. Thus, the invented method
is potentially much faster.
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Method in a Vectoring Control Entity, VCE.
Below, examples of embodiments of a method performed by a VCE will be
described with reference to Fig. 3–4. The method is suitable for handling DLE
causing STC in a DSL system. The VCE is a function block which is operable
to provide vectoring for a group of lines in a DSL system. Physically, the
VCE may be; be comprised in Central Oﬃce, CO, or Distribution Point, DP.
The VCE may be comprised in a DSLAM, connectable to wirelines in the
DSL system. Usually, for a small system with a small number of lines, VCE
is integrated in to a DSLAM. Alternatively, the VCE may be comprised in a
node outside a DSLAM, which is often the case when the system is large and
the VCE needs to coordinate multiple DSLAMs.
A method performed by a VCE is illustrated in Fig. 3. The network node
determines 301 whether a DLE has occurred on a line in a vectored group of
DSL lines. When a DLE occurs on a line l, at least one error sample is obtained
303 from Customer Premises Equipments, CPEs, connected to other lines in
the vectored group of DSL lines. The transmission on line l, which may also be
denoted e.g., the leaving line, is at least partly continued after the DLE, which
will be further described below. Further, an estimate is calculated 304, of the
channel coeﬃcients, H′ , changed due to the DLE. The estimate is calculated
based on the obtained at least one error sample, thus providing a channel
estimate. The method further comprises modifying 305 a downstream precoder,
based on the channel estimate. The estimate of the channel coeﬃcients is
calculated based on the model H′ = H + CΛH, where C is a near-end crosstalk
coupling matrix for the CPE end of the vectored group; Λ is a diagonal matrix
with the reflection coeﬃcients, after the DLE, of the CPE-end of the cables
associated with the vectored group; H is a matrix with the channel coeﬃcients
before the DLE; and H′ is a matrix with the estimated channel coeﬃcients
after the DLE.
By performing the actions described above, retraining of the other lines in
the vectored group due to the DLE on line l may be avoided, and errors are
also minimized, which is very advantageous.
The error samples may be obtained by transmitting an error feedback request to the CPEs connected to the other lines in the vectored group. By
“other lines” is here meant “other than line l”. That is, the error samples may
be received from the CPEs in response to such error feedback requests. Such
requests may be transmitted to the CPEs over a robust management channel.
In VDSL2, it is called robust embedded operations channel, ROC. In G.fast, it
is called the Robust Management Channel (RMC). Such requests can also be
transmitted to the CPEs over the embedded operations channel (eoc) without
robustness enhancement.
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Regarding the continued transmission on line l after the DLE, there are a
few alternatives, of which two diﬀerent are illustrated in Fig. 3. In one embodiment, the transmission is continued 302:1 on line l after the DLE just as it was
before the DLE. That is, the transmission on line l is not changed in response
to the detection of a DLE on line l. In another embodiment, the transmission
on line l may be changed 302:2 in response to the DLE, in order to mitigate
the interference subjected to the other lines during the channel tracking procedure. For example, in an embodiment comprising the alternative 302:2, the
transmission of sync signals in sync symbol positions could be continued but
the transmission of the direct signal in line l in data symbol positions on line
l could be muted, e.g., by setting a gain value to zero, which will be further
described below. Other alternatives for the continued transmission are also
possible, and considered to be encompassed by the present disclosure.
It should be noted that at a Disorderly Leaving Event, DLE, which is the
case that is discussed herein (as opposed to orderly leaving event, OLE), there
are two problems that arises related to the channel matrix. First, the channel
matrix is fully changed, at least in certain frequency ranges, as a consequence
of the DLE; and second, the channel matrix dimension is reduced, since a line
is leaving. It should further be noted that it is fully possible that more than
one line is subjected to a DLE. In the examples herein, in order to facilitate
understanding, it is, however, assumed that only one line at a time exhibits an
STC of a DLE.
As stated above, according to the invention, the change in the channel
matrix is modelled as ∆ = CΛH. If assuming three lines, the channel matrix
will be of the dimension 3 × 3, and could be denoted H3 . The channel, or
channel matrix, could then be described, after DLE, as H3,DLE = H3 + ∆3 ,
where ∆3 is the change



0 0 0
0 c12 c13
∆3 = CΛH3 + c21 0 c23  0 0 0  H3 .
0 0 λ3
c31 c32 0
C being a near-end crosstalk coupling matrix for the CPE end of the vectored
group, as previously mentioned. The coeﬃcients in this matrix are changed
after the DLE, and are thus unknown when initiating the fast channel tracking
described herein. Λ is a diagonal matrix with the reflection coeﬃcients, after
the STC, of the CPE-end of the cables associated with the vectored group,
as previously mentioned. It is assumed here that all CPEs, except for the
one subjected to a DLE, are perfectly matched to the lines. In this example
with three lines, let line 3 be the leaving line. This means that there will be
no reflection for lines 1 and 2, since the CPE impedance, alt. termination, is
perfectly matched. Thus the reflection coeﬃcients, on the diagonal of Λ, are
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zero for lines 1 and 2. However, for line 3, the DLE entails that the termination
is no longer matched, and thus the reflection coeﬃcient will not be zero, i.e.,
λ3 ̸= 0. For example, if λ3 = 1, the signal arrived at the disconnected port will
be fully reflected back. Performing the matrix multiplication will give:




0 0 c13 λ3
c13 λ3 h31 c13 λ3 h32 c13 λ3 h33
∆3 = CΛH3 = 0 0 c23 λ3  H3 = c23 λ3 h31 c23 λ3 h32 c23 λ3 h33 
0 0
0
0
0
0
 
c13 [
]
= c23  h31 h23 h33 .
0
Above, it is seen that 6 channel coeﬃcients have been changed in the channel
matrix. In a normal tracking method, all these 6 coeﬃcients need to be estimated. In our fast tracking method, a combined reflection coupling coeﬃcient
from port j to port i is defined cij λj , following the model above, to estimate
the channel change ∆3 . Thus, in this example, only two reflection coupling coeﬃcients need to be estimated, i.e., c13 λ3 and c23 λ3 , since the original channel
vector [h31 , h32 , h33 ] can be known, either stored in the memory or derived from
the original precoder. These two reflection coupling coeﬃcients can be derived
from error samples obtained on lines 1 and 2 after the STC. Could alternatively be expressed as after the DLE. Since there are only two unknowns to
solve in the equation system above, only one error sample from line 1 and line
2, respectively, will be needed to solve the equations. Then, the precoder can
be updated accordingly to adapt to the channel change. Thus, the herein described fast tracking method is potentially much faster than a normal tracking
scheme.
When the fast channel tracking is performed, the transmission on line 3 will
eventually be stopped. The channel matrix will then have a reduced dimension,
i.e., 2×2 in this example. Denoting the 2×2 channel matrix after DLE H2,DLE :
[
]
c λ h
c λ h
H2,DLE = H2 + ∆2 = H2 + 13 3 31 13 3 32
c23 λ3 h31 c23 λ3 h32
[
]
[
]
c λ
= H2 + 13 3 h31 h32 ,
c23 λ3
where H2 is part of the original matrix H3 , i.e., the channel matrix for the
three lines before the DLE. Here, there are two cases depending on if step b)
is implemented or not.
If step b) is not implemented, the precoder may first be updated by fast
tracking to adapt to the change while the leaving line, i.e., line 3, keeps transmitting until it is believed left already. During this time, the fast tracking
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algorithm may be applied to estimate the channel and calculate the precoder
accordingly for the reduced 2-lines system, i.e., only line 1 and line 2. Then the
leaving line stops its transmission totally while the precoder is updated with
the calculated precoder coeﬃcients simultaneously.
The transmission in data symbol positions on other lines than line l, before
the DLE, comprises far-end crosstalk precompensation signals, including the
precompensated signal from line l, and a direct signal of its own. After the
DLE, the far-end crosstalk precompensation signal from line l may be stopped
on the other lines, while the other signals are continued after the DLE, such that
the reflection of cross-talk from the precomensated signal from line l on other
lines become zero. In other words, the respective signals which precompensate
cross-talk from line l on the other lines before the DLE, may be stopped after
the DLE, when there is no cross-talk from line l if the direct signal of line
l is stopped when step b is performed. As an alternative to stopping the
respective precompensated signal from line l on the other lines, this signal
could be reduced in power after the DLE, as compared to the power of the
signal before the DLE. Herein, a “precompensated signal from line l” is a signal
which precompensates for crosstalk from line l. This signal may be generated
by the precoder based on the direct signal on line l.
Below, an exemplifying procedure according to an embodiment of the herein
disclosed solution will be described in more detail.
Consider a vectoring system with K lines, or users. For simplicity, analysis is performed on a certain sub-carrier and at a certain time instant. Signal transceiving in frequency-domain in downstream, DS, direction can be described independently as y = Hx + n, where the transmit and receive signals
are x ∈ CK×1 and y ∈ CK×1 respectively; the channel matrix seen by the
vectored group is H ∈ CK×K, and additive background noise on the copper
pairs is n ∈ CK×1. The direct channel of each line locates on the diagonal of
H, whereas the FEXT composes its oﬀ-diagonal entries.
Vectoring enables the cooperative signal processing within the vectored
group by configuring an appropriate precoder for the downstream and a
crosstalk canceller, in upstream at the DP/CO to cancel FEXT. Specifically
in DS, let G ∈ RK×K denote a diagonal matrix with the gain adjuster, i.e.,
gain scaling factor as stated before, for each line on the main diagonal, namely
G = diag ([g1 , g2 , . . . , gK ]). After including precoding, Po , the transmitting of
x at DP/CO yields y = HPo Gx + n. An ideal precoder neutralizes crosstalk
eﬀectively such that for the input symbol x
Σx = HPo Gx
where Σ is a K × K diagonal matrix.

(1)
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A DLE at the CPE side exhibits STC and changes the whole channel coupling environment. Equivalently, every entry of the matrix H changes. Before
further processed, the outdated precoder Po fails at anti-crosstalk and makes
all receiving ends suﬀer from residual crosstalk.
By modelling the changed coupling condition with near-ends coupling coeﬃcients, the estimation eﬀort reduces from (K − 1)xK parameters to K − 1.
Fast estimation and adaption may further be supported by controlling the
transmitted signal on the leaving line.
Specifically, let Λ ∈ CK×K denote a diagonal matrix with the reflection
coeﬃcients of the CPEs, or rather of the CPE end of the cables in the vectored
group, on the main diagonal, i.e., Λ = diag ([λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λK ]). The near-end
coupling matrix C ∈ CK×K describes the NEXT or attenuated NEXT at the
CPE end, depending on the relative cable length, which is also illustrated in
Fig. 1 for the l-th column of C. When the terminations at the CPEs are perfectly matched, there will be no reflection, which gives the reflection coeﬃcients
λi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , K ideally. Then, the CPE-near-end coupling matrix C
has no contribution on the whole coupling environment.
After a DLE, when the termination of one line in a vectored group has
changed and is mismatched, one diagonal element of Λ will deviate significantly
from 0. Assume line no. l exhibits an STC, which is quantified by that the
reflection coeﬃcient λl ̸= 0. In this case, ξ = Λy = ΛHPo Gx is reflected by
mismatched CPE termination. The reflected signal ξ couples back to the CPEs
via C, and adds
δ = CΛHPo Gx
(2)
to the expected receive signal y. So the received signal after DLE becomes
y′ = y + δ
= HPo Gx + CΛHPo Gx + n
= (I + CΛ) HPo Gx + n
= (H + ∆) Po Gx + n.

(3)

Equivalently, the channel changes from H to H′ = H + ∆, where ∆ = CΛH.
A near-optimal linear precoder has been proposed in the prior art as Po =
µH−1 HΣ , where HΣ = diag
[ (diag](H)) is the diagonal matrix of H and the
scaling factor µ = max H−1 HΣ row i . For example, assume K = 3 and
i
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l = 2. The mismatched error in Eq. (2) is actually
δ = µCΛHH−1 HΣ Gx



0 0 0
0 c12 c13
= µ c21 0 c23  0 λ2 0 HΣ Gx
c31 c32 0
0 0 0


 
0 λ2 c12 0 h11 g1
0
x1
0
0  0
h22 g2
0  x2 
= µ 0
0 λ2 c32 0
0
0
h33 g3
x3



0 λ2 c12 0 h11 g1 x1
0
0 h22 g2 x2 
= µ 0
0 λ2 c32 0 h33 g3 x3
 
c12
= µλ2  0  h22 g2 x2 .
c32
The above implies that, in the general case, the mismatched error can be
written as:
δ = vl µhll gl xl ,
(4)
where vl = λl [c1l , . . . , cKl ].
The equation above reveals, and the inventors have realized, that the activating source of mismatched error δ only comes from the transmit signal xl on
the leaving line via the l-th direct channel hll (see solid line in line l in Fig. 1),
which is then reflected and couples to CPE receivers via vl , the reflection
coupling vector of line l.
With the mismatched errors’ source and paths targeted, we propose an
operation as follows to accomplish changed channel estimation and precoder
update while minimizing the disturbance to active end users.
A reference time-line for G.fast TDD frames is shown in Fig. 2. A typical
TDD frame duration is Tf = 750 µs, corresponding to Nf = 36 symbol periods
(Ts ). Time gaps are reserved between paired DS and US as Tg2 , and between
US and next DS as Tg1 . The number of TDD frames in one superframe, binding
to Nf = 36, is Nsf = 8. The first frame of each superframe is specified as sync
frame, which contains one sync symbol locating on predefined symbol position
in both directions. The sync frame is then followed by 7 regular frames.
Consider a DLE at time instant tl at a CPE connected to line l during the
first superframe in Fig. 2, i.e., tl ∈ [0, Tsf ]. If the DLE occurs during a DS transmission interval of the i-th TDD frame (tl ∈ [(i − 1)Tf , (i − 1)Tf + Tds ]),the
VCE/DP/CO will be notified about the event during next US transmission
period (t ∈ [(i − 1)Tf + Tds + Tg2 , iTf − Tg1 ]). In the next DS transmission
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period and onwards (t > iTf ), the VCE/DP/CO may transmit the muted signal on data symbol positions by controlling the gain adjuster gl on the leaving
line. The detailed illustration for this special operation will be given below. If
a DLE occurs during an US transmission interval, the “muting” for DS may
launch directly, if step b) is implemented.
According to current standard, the transmission on the leaving line is turned
oﬀ immediately when a DLE is detected. However, according to the solution
disclosed herein, the precoder is kept “outdated” as Po until estimation is
completed if step b) is implemented. That is, the precoder, which is optimized
for the channel as it was before the DLE, is kept also after the DLE, even
though it then is outdated. The DS operation for new channel estimation, or
“fast tracking”, may be accomplished by sending two kinds of special symbols:
muted symbol and sync symbol. An exemplifying embodiment is illustrated in
Fig. 4.
Specifically, by modifying the l-th gain adjuster to be ĝl = ϵ (ϵ → 0) at
the data symbol positions, symbols are transmitted in what herein is denoted
muting mode, i.e., muted symbols are transmitted at non-sync symbol positions
on the leaving line. The mismatched error δ in Eq. (4) adding on the victim
lines becomes negligible as δ = vl µhll ϵxl → 0 for ϵ → 0. This enables the
whole process to be “silent” to active end users. Muted symbols can also be
obtained by change the symbol constellation points to zeros or close to zeros
in the QAM symbol encoder/mapper.
NOTE: in the G.fast standard, idle symbols are defined as:
10.2.1.7 Idle symbol encoding
For all sub-carriers of an idle symbol the symbol encoder shall
generate a constellation point Xi = 0, Yi = 0.
If precoding in enabled, transmission of an idle symbol may
result in non-zero power at the U interface due to adding of FEXT
pre-compensation signals from (k,n) reference point (see Figure 101).
If precoding is disabled, transmission of idle symbol results in
zero power at the U interface. Therefore, in upstream direction
transmission of idle symbol results in a quiet symbol period.
The idle symbols are equivalent to the muted symbols here if set the gain
scaling factor to zero or set the symbol constellation points to zero. Here, the
expression muted symbols is considered to also cover the alternative option of
continuing to transmit the symbols, but at a very low power.
Sync symbols are transmitted every 6 ms, i.e., one superframe duration,
on each line in G.fast (c.f. Fig. 2). Assume that J superframes are required
before the update is completed. Let tsc
j be the time instant to transmit the
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j-th DS sync symbol. On this specific time slot, the l-th gain adjuster is set
back to gl , which may be stored e.g., in the bits-and-gains table assigned
[
]
sc
sc
sc T
during initialization. A Sync vector s(tsc
j ) = s1 (tj ), . . . , sl (tj ), . . . , sK (tj )
is transmitted from DP/CO to CPEs. Accordingly, the received sync vector at
CPE-end presents as
sc
sc
q(tsc
j ) = µHΣ Gs(tj ) + vl µhll gl sl (tj ) + n
( sc
)
= µHΣ G s(tj ) + e(tsc
(5)
j ) ,
(
)
−1 −1
assigning e(tsc
HΣ vl µhll gl sl (tsc
j ) + n /µ. The error samples of sync
j )=G
sc
symbols e(tj ) on victim lines are then fed back to DP/CO.
After sending the sync symbol on scheduled time instants, the transmission
on line l goes back to quasi-quiet symbols for all data symbol positions. The
transmitter may keep on alternatively sending quasi-quiet symbols and sync
symbols on the disorderly leaving line until DP/CO have collected a reasonable
number of e(tsc
j ) to do an elegant coupling vector estimation. Stack the error
vectors collected without the l-th elements as:
[r]

sc
E = IK\l [e(tsc
1 ), . . . , e(tJ )]
T
= IK\l G−1 H−1
Σ vl µhll gl sl + N,
[r]

(6)

[r]

where IK\l is an K-dimension identity matrix excluding the l-th row, sl =
T

sc
(K−1)×J
is the equalized additive noise on
[sl (tsc
1 ), . . . , sl (tJ )] , and N ∈ C
victim lines for J sync time instants. By “victim lines” is meant the other lines
in a vectored group except the disorderly leaving line. The estimation of vl
can be done by

bl =
v

−1 H
Ml {HΣ G} E(sH
sl
l sl )
,
µhll

bl ∈ C(K−1)×1,
v

(7)

where Ml {·} is a dimension reducing function by excluding the i-th column
and row.
When the coupling vector vl is estimated and the whole channel matrix
change is derived accordingly, the DP (or CO) may update the precoder based
on the channel matrix change and may shut down the transmission on the
leaving line completely.
It should be noted that the same scheme as presented above works and may
be applied also for the non-linear Tomlinsen-Harashima precoder, which will
be used in G.fast phase 2 supporting up to 212 MHz in frequency.
The fast channel estimation described herein is diﬀerent from the one described in [2]. With a deeper understanding regarding the mechanism what
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exactly causes the channel change, the new method explicitly estimates the
reflected crosstalk coeﬃcients which cause the channel changes and then calculate the channel change. This is especially important in high frequencies for
G.fast use, where the whole channel matrix changes due to a DLE. The previous method described in [2] actually is an approximate of the new method
described herein. In low frequencies, the changes in other columns are much
smaller than the column associated with the leaving line. Thus, for certain
frequencies, e.g. VDSL2 frequency range, the method in [2] works suﬃciently
well by estimating the dominant column changed and neglecting other columns.
However, the changes in other columns get closer in magnitude to the column
associated with the leaving line in higher frequency, where the crosstalk level
gets closer to the direct channel. In other words, the dominance of the leaving
column decreases over frequencies. Therefore, the performance of the pervious
method described in [2] degrades over frequencies. The new method significantly improves the previous method in higher frequencies, and is a complete
solution, which covers both low and high frequencies.

Hardware Implementations
The techniques and processes described above can be implemented in a network
node which is operable to provide vectoring for a group of lines in a DSL system.
As previously mentioned, the node may be denoted Vectoring Control Entity,
VCE, and may be comprised in a CO or a DP. Fig. 5 is a schematic illustration of
an exemplifying embodiment of a VCE 500 in which a method embodying any of
the presently described techniques can be implemented. A computer program
for controlling the VCE 500 to carry out a method embodying the present
invention is stored in a program storage 504, which comprises one or several
memory devices. Data used during the performance of a method embodying the
present invention may also be stored in the program storage 504, or a separate
data storage, which also may comprise one or more memory devices. During
performance of a method embodying the present invention, instructions 505,
such as program steps may be fetched from the program storage 504 and be
executed by processing means 503, such as a Central Processing Unit, CPU, or
other processor. Output information resulting from performance of a method
embodying the present invention can be stored back in a data storage, or, be
sent to an Input/Output (I/O) interface, which includes a network interface for
sending and receiving data to and from other network nodes and which may also
include a radio transceiver for communicating with one or more terminals. The
VCE 500 is associated with the same technical features, objects and advantages
as the previously described method embodiments. The VCE is described in
brief in order to avoid unnecessary repetition.
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The part of the network node 500 which is most aﬀected by the adaptation to the herein described solution is illustrated as an arrangement 501,
surrounded by a dashed line. The further functionality 506 illustrated in Fig. 5
may be assumed to carry out regular VCE and/or node functions.
Thus, when an DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines,
and the transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued, the execution of
the instructions 505 by the processing means 503 causes the VCE 500 to obtain
at least one error sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the vectored
group of DSL lines, and to calculate an estimate of the channel coeﬃcients, H′ ,
changed due to the DLE, based on the at least one error sample. The execution
of the instructions further causes the VCE to modify a downstream precoder,
based on the channel estimate. The estimate of the channel coeﬃcients is
calculated based on the model H′ = H + CΛH, as previously described in
detail.
The execution of the instructions may further cause the VCE to configured
to continue the transmission of sync symbols on line l after the DLE. As previously described, the transmission in data symbol positions on line l before
the DLE comprises a far-end crosstalk precompensation signal and a direct
signal. The execution of the instructions may cause the VCE to continue the
transmission of the far-end crosstalk precompensation signal after the DLE,
and further to transmit the direct signal on line l with reduced power after the
DLE, as compared to before the DLE.
The execution of the instructions may further cause the VCE to obtain at
least one error sample from the CPE of at least one other line in the vectored
group, and further to send at least one error feedback request over the embedded operations channel (eoc) in both VDSL2 and G.fast or over a robust
embedded operations channel, ROC, in VDSL2, or over a robust management
channel, RMC, in G.fast, in order to collect one or more error samples.
An alternative implementation of the network node 500 is shown in Fig. 6.
The VCE 600 or arrangement 601 comprises an obtaining unit 602, configured
to obtain at least one error sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the
vectored group of DSL lines. The VCE 600 further comprises a calculating
unit 604, configured to calculate an estimate of the channel coeﬃcients, H′ ,
changed due to the DLE, based on the at least one error sample, thus providing
a channel estimate. The VCE 600 further comprises a modifying unit 605,
configured to modify a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate.
The arrangement 601 could further comprise a determining or detecting unit
602, configured to detect the occurrence of an DLE on a line in the vectored
group. Alternatively, this detection could be regarded as a part of the standard
functionality 607.
The VCE described above could comprise further units or modules config-
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ured for the diﬀerent method embodiments described herein.
The units or modules in the arrangements in the respective diﬀerent network
node embodiments and wireless device embodiments described above could be
implemented e.g., by one or more of: a processor or a microprocessor and
adequate software and memory for storing thereof, a Programmable Logic Device (PLD) or other electronic component(s) or processing circuitry configured
to perform the actions described above, and illustrated e.g., in Fig. 5. That
is, the units or modules in the arrangements in the diﬀerent nodes described
above could be implemented by a combination of analog and digital circuits,
and/or one or more processors configured with software and/or firmware, e.g.,
stored in a memory. One or more of these processors, as well as the other
digital hardware, may be included in a single application-specific integrated
circuitry, ASIC, or several processors and various digital hardware may be distributed among several separate components, whether individually packaged or
assembled into a system-on-a-chip, SoC. The VCE could be implemented as a
computer program, e.g., a software module, which is run on a node which is
operable to communicate with and/or control at least parts of the DLE system.
Such a node may be located locally, near the DSL lines, or remote, such as in
a distributed system, e.g., a cloud solution.
When using the word “comprise” or “comprising” it shall be interpreted as
non-limiting, i.e., meaning “consist at least of”.
It should also be noted that in some alternate implementations, the functions/acts noted in the blocks may occur out of the order noted in the
flowcharts. For example, two blocks shown in succession may in fact be
executed substantially concurrently or the blocks may sometimes be executed
in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality/acts involved. Moreover, the functionality of a given block of the flowcharts and/or block diagrams
may be separated into multiple blocks and/or the functionality of two or more
blocks of the flowcharts and/or block diagrams may be at least partially integrated. Finally, other blocks may be added/inserted between the blocks that
are illustrated, and/or blocks/operations may be omitted without departing
from the scope of inventive concepts. Moreover, although some of the diagrams include arrows on communication paths to show a primary direction of
communication, it is to be understood that communication may occur in the
opposite direction to the depicted arrows.
Modifications and other embodiments of the disclosed invention will come
to mind to one skilled in the art having the benefit of the teachings presented
in the foregoing descriptions and the associated drawings. Therefore, it is to be
understood that the invention is not to be limited to the specific embodiments
disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are intended to be
included within the scope of this disclosure. Although specific terms may be
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employed herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not
for purposes of limitation.
It is to be understood that the choice of interacting units, as well as the
naming of the units within this disclosure are only for exemplifying purpose,
and nodes suitable to execute any of the methods described above may be
configured in a plurality of alternative ways in order to be able to execute the
suggested procedure actions.
It should also be noted that the units described in this disclosure are to be
regarded as logical entities and not with necessity as separate physical entities.
While the embodiments have been described in terms of several embodiments, it is contemplated that alternatives, modifications, permutations and
equivalents thereof will become apparent upon reading of the specifications and
study of the drawings. It is therefore intended that the following appended
claims include such alternatives, modifications, permutations and equivalents
as fall within the scope of the embodiments.

6

Claims
1. A method performed by a Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, for handling
Disorderly Leaving Event, DLE, causing Sudden Termination Change,
STC, in a Digital Subscriber Line, DSL, system, the method comprising:
when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and the
transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued:
-obtaining (104) at least one error sample from Customer Premises Equipments, CPEs, connected to other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines,
-calculating (108) an estimate of the channel coeﬃcients, H, changed due
to the DLE, based on the at least one error sample, thus providing a
channel estimate, and
-modifying (110) a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate,
such that retraining of the other lines in the vectored group due to the
DLE is avoided,
wherein the estimate of the channel coeﬃcients is calculated based on the
model H′ = H + CΛH, where
C is a near-end crosstalk coupling matrix for the CPE end of the vectored
group;
Λ is a diagonal matrix with the reflection coeﬃcients, after the DLE, of
the CPE-end of the cables associated with the vectored group;
H is a matrix with the channel coeﬃcients before the DLE; and
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H′ is a matrix with the estimated channel coeﬃcients after the DLE.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the transmission of sync symbols on line l is continued after the DLE.
3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the transmission in data
symbol positions on line l before the DLE comprises a far-end crosstalk
precompensation signal from other lines and a direct signal of line l, and
wherein the far-end crosstalk precompensation signal is continued after
the DLE, such that the reflection of cross-talk from the other lines remains
cancelled at the CPE end of line l.
4. The method according to claim 3 wherein the direct signal transmitted
on line l is reduced in power after the DLE, as compared to before the
DLE.
5. Method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising
applying one or more of the following for data symbol positions on line l
after the DLE:
-setting a gain scaling factor to zero, or close to zero;
-setting symbol constellation points to zero, or close to zero, in a symbol
encoder.
6. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the transmission in data symbol positions on other lines than line l before the DLE
comprises far-end crosstalk precompensation signals, including the precompensated signal from line l, and a direct signal of its own, and wherein
the far-end crosstalk precompensation signal from line l is stopped on the
other lines, while the other signals are continued after the DLE.
7. The method according to claim 6 wherein the far-end crosstalk precompensation signal from line l on other lines is reduced in power after the
DLE, as compared to before the DLE.
8. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the obtaining of error samples comprises sending at least one error feedback request
over either the embedded operations channel (eoc) in both VDSL2 and
G.fast or a robust embedded operations channel, ROC, in VDSL2, or a
robust management channel, RMC, in G.fast.
9. Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, for handling Disorderly Leaving Event,
DLE, causing Sudden Termination Change, STC, in a Digital Subscriber
Line, DSL, system, the VCE being configured to:
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when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and the
transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued:
-obtain at least one error sample from Customer Premises Equipments,
CPEs, connected to other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines,
-calculate an estimate of the channel coeﬃcients, H′ , changed due to the
DLE, based on the at least one error sample, thus providing a channel
estimate, and
-modify a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate, such
that retraining of the other lines in the vectored group due to the DLE
is avoided,
wherein the VCE is further configured to calculate the estimate of the
channel coeﬃcients based on the model H′ = H + CΛH, where C is
a near-end crosstalk coupling matrix for the CPE end of the vectored
group;
Λ is a diagonal matrix with the reflection coeﬃcients, after the DLE, of
the CPE-end of the cables associated with the vectored group;
H is a matrix with the channel coeﬃcients before the DLE; and
H′ is a matrix with the estimated channel coeﬃcients after the DLE.
10. The Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, according to claim 9, being configured to continue the transmission of sync symbols on line l after the
DLE.
11. The Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, according to claim 9 or 10, wherein
the transmission in data symbol positions on line l before the DLE comprises a far-end crosstalk precompensation signal from other lines and a
direct signal of line l, and the VCE is configured to continue the transmission of the far-end crosstalk precompensation signal after the DLE, such
that the reflection of cross-talk from the other lines remains cancelled at
the CPE end of line l.
12. The Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, according to claim 11, being configured to transmit the direct signal on line l with reduced power after the
DLE, as compared to before the DLE.
13. The Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, according to any of claims 9-12,
being configured to apply one or more of the following for data symbol
positions on line l after the DLE:
-setting a gain scaling factor to zero, or close to zero;
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-setting symbol constellation points to zero, or close to zero, in a symbol
encoder.
14. The Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, according to any of claims 9-13
wherein the transmission in data symbol positions on other lines than
line l before the DLE comprises far-end crosstalk precompensation signals, including the precompensated signal from line l, and a direct signal
of its own, and wherein the VCE is configured to stop the far-end crosstalk
precompensation signal from line l on the other lines, while other signals
are continued after the DLE.
15. The Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, according to claim 14, being configured to reduce the far-end crosstalk precompensation signal from line l
on other lines in power after the DLE, as compared to before the DLE.
16. The Vectoring Control Entity, VCE, according to any of claims 9-15,
wherein the obtaining of error samples comprises sending at least one
error feedback request over either the embedded operations channel (eoc)
in both VDSL2 and G.fast or a robust embedded operations channel,
ROC, in VDSL2, or a robust management channel, RMC, in G.fast.
17. Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer comprising a VCE according
to any of claims 9-16.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 6
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Fast Mitigation of Sudden Termination
Changes in Wideband Wireline Systems

Abstract
Vectoring enables cooperative crosstalk mitigation in wideband wireline systems. A sudden termination change within a vectored group alters the entire
perceived channel matrix and thus disturbs the vectoring operation since the
precoder, which is tuned to the channel before the change, is no longer up to
date. Instead of directly dealing with a full-matrix change, we use a modelbased approach which greatly reduces the number of parameters. We analyze
residual crosstalk and its impact on performance degradation during showtime
for both linear and non-linear precoding. As a solution, precoder updating
procedures for both precoding systems are presented accounting for a sudden
line deactivation or (re)activation in a vectored group. As an alternative to
the state-of-the-art methods, the proposed procedures significantly reduce the
complexity of channel estimation and precoder updating and minimize the disturbed period for active users.

Based on: Y. Huang, T. Magesacher, C. Lu, and P. Ödling, “Fast Mitigation of
Sudden Termination Changes in Wideband Wireline Systems,” submitted to IEEE
Transactions on Communications.
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Introduction

The rise of networked society makes wireline and wireless communications converge to the same infrastructure, providing ubiquitous and ultra-high speed
networks. To serve the massive connectivity and a wide range of real-time
applications, the wireline access industry advances towards a fiber-to-the-lastdistribution-point paradigm [1]. In this scenario, the hybrid fiber-DSL concept [2–4] exploits shorter copper pairs and wider bandwidth to provide multigigabit aggregate bit-rate.
Vectoring [5, 6] enables high speed communication in wideband wireline
systems by mitigating crosstalk between lines. With vectoring implemented,
the transceivers of a copper pair group co-located at the distribution point
(DP) can work cooperatively to cancel out crosstalk. This kind of cooperation relies on accurate channel information. When exploring higher spectrum,
new practical issues that may influence end-users’ quality of experience are observed. One of them results from a sudden termination change (STC) within
a vectored group. A sudden change of the terminating impedance alters the
perceived channel coupling conditions and leads to residual crosstalk caused by
a disrupted vectoring operation. Previous studies (cf., for example, [7] and the
references therein) indicate that serious signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) drops begin
to take on for frequencies around 30 MHz and beyond, which are the frequencies used in the emerging G.fast [2] and similar fixed broadband technologies.
It manifests a reduced bit-loading (exemplified in Fig. 1) for the other active
users in the vectored group. Since nowadays the served applications have a
sharply reducing tolerance to service interruptions, it is necessary to retrieve
the original performance as soon as possible.
In [8] a procedure is described that allows coordination between transceivers
at both DP and customer premise equipment (CPE) ends and acquire information necessary to update the precoder/equalizer before a line leaves and its
termination impedance changes. While solving the problem of orderly leaving
events, [8] does not address situations where there is no previous intent announced by the leaving transceiver(s), termed disorderly leaving event (DLE).
A DLE is a typical scenario leading to an STC. Examples include a power loss,
unplugging the connected equipment, etc. In [9], a scheme is proposed for linear precoding systems [10] to make DLEs unnoticeable to active users. Due to
the diminished direct channel dominance with increasing frequency, non-linear
precoding [11,12] is also proposed as a candidate for the frequency range above
106 MHz, and therefore should be considered in implementation.
In this paper, we first analyze and quantify the STC influence on showtime
lines for both linear and non-linear precoding systems. We extend the interference mitigation scheme proposed in [9] to non-linear precoding systems as well
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Fig. 1: Bit-loading results on a victim line exemplify the STC influence in a linear
precoding system. The results are based on cable channel measurements from 30 MHz
to 180 MHz. Assume a transmit PSD of −76 dBm/Hz and a background noise PSD
of −150 dBm/Hz over the copper cable. There is a big drop in loaded bits due to an
STC no matter bit-cap is applied or not.

as general STC cases including, for example, the reactivation of a line. Based
on the parameterized channel estimation method, we propose low complexity
precoder updating by avoiding full matrix inversion for linear precoders and
full matrix QR-decomposition for non-linear precoders. For STC cases when a
line is (re)activated in a vectored group, we also propose a new precoder update
procedure which minimizes the disturbing period to the whole vectored group.
The paper is organized as following. In Section 2 a system model is presented to interpret STC, which enables the formulation and analysis of STC
disturbance in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose a method with low complexity to quickly mitigate STC interference when a line is deactivated in a vectored
group for both linear and non-linear precoding schemes. Section 5 derives the
procedure to update precoder when a line is joining a vectored group. Section 6
concludes the work.
Notation: Bold capital letters (e.g., A) and bold lower-case letters (e.g.,
a) denote matrices and column vectors, respectively. ai,j is the element in
i-th row and j-th column of A and ai is the i-th element of a. AI,J denotes
the submatrix of A constructed by the rows and columns in the index sets I
and J , respectively. For compactness, An\i ∈ C(n−1)×(n−1) denotes the (i, i)
minor of A that deletes the i-th row and column from A ∈ Cn×n (i.e., An\i =
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A{1,...,n}\i,{1,...,n}\i ) and A−i denotes the submatrix obtained by deleting the
i-th row from A (i.e., A−i = A{1,...,n}\i,{1,...,n} ). a∗ denotes the conjugate of a.
AT , AH , and A denote transpose, Hermitian transpose, and pseudo inverse of
A, respectively. ϵi is an elementary column vector with a 1 on the i-th position
and 0s elsewhere. I denotes the identity matrix.

2
2.1

Wireline System Model
Vectoring Operation

Consider a wideband discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) system with a
group of K twisted pairs connecting the DP to CPEs. Let H ∈ CK×K denote
the frequency-domain channel matrix experienced in downstream direction by
transceivers when all CPEs in the group are properly connected (or equivalently, all terminations are perfectly matched). For the sake of simple notation but without loss of generality, the sub-carrier index is omitted. Diagonal
and oﬀ-diagonal elements of H denote direct-channel coeﬃcients and far-end
crosstalk (FEXT) coupling coeﬃcients, respectively.
Vectoring enables cooperative signal processing to cancel out undesired
crosstalk within the group. By using a properly designed precoder for downstream and an equalizer for upstream at the DP, FEXT can be significantly
reduced. Specifically in downstream, let G = diag ([g1 , g2 , . . . , gK ]) ∈ RK×K
denote a diagonal matrix, where each element gi denotes the per-line gain
multiplier, including the gain adjuster, frequency-domain spectrum shaping
coeﬃcient, power-normalization factor, etc. (see [2]) and let x̄(t) = Gx(t) denote the signal after gain scaling. Assume that the cyclic prefix of DMT is not
shorter than the impulse responses of the coupling paths. Furthermore, assume
that the IFFT of group users is well synchronized. Transmitting the precoded
signal P {x̄(t)} ∈ CK×1 at time instant t yields the receive signal y(t) ∈ CK×1
at the CPE-side given by
y(t) = HP {x̄(t)} + n(t),
where P {·} denotes a precoder designed for H, and n(t) ∈ CK×1 denotes the
background noise on twisted pairs. Since most derivations in this work consider
only a single time instant, we hereinafter omit the time index for brevity unless
it is necessary to stress a time dependency.
A properly designed precoder limits the transmit power under the regulated
power spectrum density (PSD) mask and mitigates crosstalk such that
HP {x̄} = Σx,

(1)
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Fig. 2: Downstream vectoring operation for a linear precoding system exemplified
on line l. The FEXT (red dashed lines) and anti-FEXT (green dashed-dotted line)
signals will cancel out at the l-th termination at the CPE-side. Only the data signal
(blue solid lines) is eﬀectively transmitted to the end-user.

where Σ ∈ CK×K is a diagonal matrix. The equalized receive signal is then
written as
z = EHP {x̄} + En,
where E = Σ−1 is a diagonal matrix containing equalizing coeﬃcients at the
CPE-side.
Fig. 2 illustrates the principle of vectoring based on the notion of “antiFEXT”. For the sake of simplicity, we focus on a single line for linear precoding
schemes (i.e., Po {x̄} = Px̄, where P denotes the linear precoding matrix). The
receive signal at the l-th CPE-end can be written as
yl =

hl,l pl,l x̄l
| {z }

+ Hl,{1,...,K}\l P{1,...,K}\l,l x̄l +
{z
}
|

Data via direct path
(bold solid blue in Fig. 2)

Data via FEXT-paths
(thin solid blue in Fig. 2)

Hl,{1,...,K}\l PK\l x̄{1,...,K}\l + hl,l Pl,{1,...,K}\l x̄{1,...,K}\l + n.
{z
}
{z
}
|
|
FEXT
(dashed red in Fig. 2)

(2)

Anti-FEXT
(dashed-dotted green in Fig. 2)

The precoder located at the DP knows all FEXT paths ending in line l and
generates an “anti-FEXT” signal (dashed-dotted green line) that cancels out
the FEXT (dashed red lines) at the CPE so that only the data components
arrive. Note that data is not only arriving via line l itself (bold blue line) but
also via FEXT coupling paths (thin blue lines) since the other lines are also
transmitting their anti-FEXT components to eliminate the FEXT originating
from line l. As a result, the vectoring operation transforms the matrix channel
into K interference-free channels whose throughput is limited by background
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Fig. 3: Downstream RN model. All signals, including data (blue solid lines) and
FEXT (red dashed lines), arriving at the mismatched termination l will be reflected
and coupled via the NEXT paths, generating residual crosstalk. For a channel matrix,
the reflected blue solid lines imply changed direct couplings, and the reflected red
dashed lines imply changed FEXT couplings.

noise. The benefit of vectoring, however, is severely degraded by an STC event,
as analyzed in the next section.

2.2

Reflected-NEXT (RN) Model

In [13, 14], a FEXT-reflected-NEXT (FRN) model is proposed to characterize
the changed coupling condition due to an alien-line impedance mismatch at
the CPE-side. The STC case we study in this work is similar—except now
the impedance change happens within the vectored group, as illustrated in
Fig. 3 before involving any precoding scheme. In this scenario, not only FEXT
but also data signals from the direct channel are reflected and coupled via
near-end crosstalk (NEXT) paths. Therefore, we term it generally reflectedNEXT (RN) model. Without loss of generality, we illustrate the STC coupling
model in downstream on a certain sub-carrier. It applies, mutatis mutandis, to
upstream.
Let Λ = diag ([λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λK ]) ∈ CK×K denote a diagonal matrix containing the reflection coeﬃcients λi , i = 1, . . . , K for each termination at the
CPE-side. Furthermore, let Λo and Λ′ denote the termination matrices before
and after an STC, respectively. The corresponding perceived channel matrices
are H{Λo } and H{Λ′ }.
For simplicity, assume for a moment that all vectored lines are initially
perfectly terminated (Λo = 0 and thus H{Λo } = H), which corresponds to
the state illustrated in Fig. 2. Let C ∈ CK×K denote the NEXT coupling
matrix at the CPE-side for the perfect-termination case. The diagonal entries
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of C, corresponding to the CPE-side echo coeﬃcients, are assumed to be 0. In
practice, most often only one diagonal element of Λ will deviate significantly
from its original value at a given time instant due to an STC (i.e., mismatch of a
single line only). Assume line l exhibits an STC, which in the simplified case is
quantified by a reflection coeﬃcient changing from 0 to |λ′l | ≫ 0. Consequently,
Λ′ = diag ([0, . . . , 0, λ′l , 0, . . . , 0]). The perceived channel matrix after STC
becomes
H{Λ′ } = H{Λo } + ∆,
where ∆ = CΛ′ H quantifies the deviation from the all-terminated case according to the RN model. Note that the reflected part CΛ′ is actually
CΛ′ = [0
where

...

0 vl

0

...

0]

vl = λ′l [c1,l , . . . , ci,l , . . . , cK,l ] .
T

(3)

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the RN model suggests that the channel deviation can
be written as
∆ = CΛ′ H = vl Hl,{1,...,K} ,
(4)
where Hl,{1,...,K} is just a row vector. Since ∆ ̸= 0, the outdated precoding
with Po {·} designed for H{Λo } = H yields a perturbed version of z, denoted
by z′ , i.e.,
(5)
z′ = EHPo {x̄} + En + ECΛ′ HPo {x̄},
{z
} |
{z
}
|
zd
ξ
where zd is the desired receive signal obtained with the precoder tuned to the
perceived channel H{Λo } before the STC and ξ is the residual crosstalk due
to the STC. Our target is to update the precoder to mitigate also the residual
crosstalk from RN couplings.
In practice, it is nearly impossible to achieve perfect termination of a multipair wireline channel in its characteristic matrix impedance. Thus, already
before an STC occurs, the termination will in general cause reflected-NEXT
components (since Λo ̸= 0) resulting in a perceived channel H{Λo } = H +
CΛo H. After an STC from Λo to Λ′ = Λo + Λδ , the outdated precoder tuned
to H{Λo } yields
z′ = EH{Λo }Po {x̄} + En + ECΛδ HPo {x̄} .
|
{z
} |
{z
}
zd
ξ

(6)

In the scenario of single line mismatch at a given time instant, the channel
deviation is
∆ = CΛδ H = vlδ Hl,{1,...,K} ,
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for vlδ = (λ′l − λl ) [c1,l , . . . , ci,l , . . . , cK,l ] , where λl and λ′l denote the l-th reflection coeﬃcients before and after the STC, respectively. Since there is no
diﬀerence in formulating Eqs. (5) and (6), we consider the case where all vectored lines are initially perfectly terminated (i.e., Λo = 0) in the following
discussions to avoid unnecessary confusion.
Apart from the deactivated-line case discussed above, another practically
relevant case causing severe performance degradation occurs when a line in
vicinity is (re)activated in the vectored group. The only diﬀerence from the
deactivated-line case is that the outdated precoder Po {·} is tuned to H{Λo } =
H + ∆ and the target channel after STC becomes H{Λ′ } = H. Therefore,
the model component analysis in Section 3 focuses on the deactivated-line case
only.
The residual crosstalk ξ that is not covered by the outdated precoder Po {·}
is the main reason for the performance degradation. To mitigate this interference eﬀectively and minimize the disturbing period to active users, we start by
decomposing the residual crosstalk.
T

3

Residual Crosstalk Analysis

The undesirable residual crosstalk ξ in Eq. (5) is dependent on the precoded
transmit signal Po {x̄}. For linear and non-linear precoding schemes suggested
in [2], we analyze the contributing source(s) of ξ when a line is suddenly deactivated in the vectored group.

3.1

Residual Crosstalk in Linear Precoding Systems

The function Po {·} in linear precoding systems performs linear multiplication
in frequency domain. The outdated linear precoder (LP) as in [10] defines
−1
PoL = (H{Λo }) = H−1 . Note that in this work, the power normalization
factor and direct channel gain have already been included in the corresponding
multiplier in GL , where the data signal after gain scaling is x̄ = GL x.
Consider again the case when the l-th termination is deactivated while all
other lines are perfectly terminated. The residual crosstalk can be simplified
as
ξ L = ECΛHPoL x̄ = Evl ϵT
l x̄
= Evl x̄l ,

(7)

where vl is defined in Eq. (3) and x̄l = glL xl is the gain-scaled data signal
transmitting on line l.
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According to Eq. (7), we conclude that the only activating source of the
residual crosstalk, given the outdated LP, is the data signal leading to the l-th
CPE. In addition, the strength of the residual crosstalk is mainly determined
by the eﬀective direct channel gain glL of the deactivating line and the NEXT
coupling magnitude included in vl .

3.2

Residual Crosstalk in Non-Linear Precoding Systems

When exploring a wider frequency range, for example beyond 100 MHz, the
diagonal dominance of the channel declines which reduces the merit of applying LP. Non-linear precoding is suggested as an alternative [2,15]. Specifically,
a Tomlinson-Harashima precoder (THP) is implemented in space domain [11]
modifying the transmit signal non-linearly to achieve crosstalk-free transmission without causing transmit power increase.
Performing QR-decomposition on the Hermitian-transpose of the original
channel matrix H{Λo } = H yields HH = QR. Equivalently, H = RH QH ,
where Q is a unitary matrix and RH is a lower-triangular matrix. To achieve
crosstalk-free transmission, dirty paper coding (DPC) [16] can be used to pre( )−1 NL
G x such that GNL x will be received
code the transmit signal as Q RH
after going through the channel. However, there is an inherent power increase
issue in DPC. In practice, THP is used instead, which can be written as
¯,
PoNL {x̄} = Qx̄

(8)
)
¯ denotes the recursive computation of the inverse RH −1 in combinawhere x̄
tion with a modulo operation on the gain-scaled transmit signal x̄ = GNL x:
{
}
m−1
∗
∑ ri,m
1
¯
¯
x̄m = Γ
x̄m − ⟨m > 1⟩
x̄i , for m = 1, . . . , K.
(9)
rm,m
r
i=1 m,m
(

The ⟨·⟩ produces 1 if the statement inside is true, otherwise produces 0. The
non-linear modulo operation on each M -QAM symbol x is defined as
⌊
⌋
√
x
1
1
+ +j
,
Γ {x} ≜ x − M d √
2
Md 2
where d is the minimum constellation spacing.
To make the non-linear precoding feasible, the modulo arithmetic Γ {·}
should{be employed
and receiver. Based on the observation
}
{ both at transmitter
}
that Γ x ± y = Γ Γ {x} ± Γ {y} , the STC-disturbed receive signal in Eq. (5)
becomes
{ { }
{
}}
′
NL
Γ{z } = Γ Γ zd + Γ ECΛHPo {x̄}
,
|
{z
}
ξNL
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where Γ{·} denotes modulo operation on each entry of the input vector. The
residual crosstalk part can be expanded using Eq. (8) as
{
}
ξNL = Γ ECΛHPoNL {x̄}
{
)H }
(
¯ .
(10)
= Γ Evl R{1,...,K},l x̄
Further expanding Eq. (10) with Eq. (9), we have
{
}
l
∑
NL
∗ ¯
ξ = Γ Evl
ri,l x̄i
{

i=1

= Γ Evl rl,l

( l−1
∗
∑ ri,l
i=1

rl,l

{
¯i + Γ
x̄

l−1 ∗
∑
ri,l
1
¯i
x̄l −
x̄
rl,l
r
i=1 l,l

})}

= Γ{Evl x̄l } ,

(11)

since Γ {ax} = Γ {aΓ {x}} where a is a constant. Similarly to the situation
in Section 3.1, the residual crosstalk in non-linear precoding systems is driven
by the transmitted data signal for the deactivated termination and its strength
depends on the l-th eﬀective channel gain and the NEXT couplings. In addition,
it is also influenced by the non-linear modulo operation Γ{·}.

3.3

STC Impact on Linear and Non-linear Precoders

In order to analyze the impact of an STC, we focus on a single subcarrier and
apply both LP and THP for predefined channel conditions. The results are
averaged over a large ensemble of coupling values drawn from distributions
whose parameters are aligned with cable measurements. The motivation for
explicitly using theoretical channel realizations in this subsection is to separate
diﬀerent impact factors and isolate the eﬀect of discussed coupling magnitudes
from possible performance variations due to non-ideal measurements. Also,
artificial channel data allows the observation of trends over wider magnitude
ranges compared to snapshot channel-measurements.
Since the average NEXT magnitude does not change much for a certain
cable setup, we consider the magnitude diﬀerence between diagonal and FEXT
couplings as the main impact factor, which determines the eﬀective channel
gains for LP and THP respectively. Random 3 × 3 channel matrices are generated such that each entry fulfils preset magnitude value and uniform distributed
phase, i.e., hi,j ∼ Ai,j exp(j2πϕi,j ) where Ai,j is the coupling magnitude and
ϕi,j ∼ U(0, 1]. Average receive SNR on victim lines is computed as a comparing
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Fig. 4: Impact of STC on one victim line given diﬀerent diagonal dominant property
of the channel, assuming a FEXT coupling of Afext = −50 dB, a NEXT coupling of
Anext = −30 dB, and a vectoring group size of K = 3.

quantity, given a transmit PSD of −76 dBm/Hz, and a background noise level
of −150 dBm/Hz.
In Fig. 4, the diagonal dominance of channel matrices degrades along the
abscissa axis since the FEXT magnitude is fixed. The right extremity of the
axis is the situation that might happen at very high frequencies that the direct
and FEXT couplings are at the same magnitude level. We observe that the
SNR drop is more obvious for diagonal dominant channels (i.e., Adir ≫ Afext )
than for direct-and-FEXT comparable channels (i.e., Adir ≈ Afext ). The reason
is that the higher values of direct channel gain gl indicate both higher original
SNR levels before STC and higher residual crosstalk power (see Eqs. (7) and
(11)) after STC. The SNR drop decreases along with Adir value meaning that
the residual crosstalk becomes less disruptive to the original performance. Here
we only make relative comparison in Fig. 4, whereas the absolute numbers might
be unrepresentative.
As one of the major advantages, THP generally gives higher eﬀective channel gains comparing to the LP when the coupling magnitude of FEXT becomes
comparable to that of the direct paths. Since the glNL also contributes in generating residual crosstalk, this advantage, on the other hand, makes the nonlinear precoding system more vulnerable to the STC problem than the linear
precoding system, showing a larger SNR drop in Fig. 4 for the same channel
condition.
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Fig. 5: Silent-mode for residual crosstalk cancellation. Transmit idle symbol which
contains pure anti-FEXT signal on the disruptive line l. No signal will be reflected
at the mismatched termination. Residual crosstalk is avoided.

3.4

Silent-Mode for Residual Crosstalk Cancellation

Combining Eqs. (7) and (11), the residual crosstalk introduced by a sudden
termination deactivating is generally
{
L
Ev
{ l gl xlNL } for linear precoding,
ξ=
(12)
Γ Evl gl xl
for non-linear precoding.
It is observed in Eq. (12) that the only activating source of the residual crosstalk
ξ in both precoding schemes is the transmitted signal xl on the deactivated line
via the l-th direct path (with a channel gain of gl ), which is then reflected and
couples to other CPEs via vl .
To mitigate the residual crosstalk in Eq. (12), [9] proposes that the DP
transmits idle symbols [2] on the leaving line l by modifying only the l-th
multiplier to be gl = 0. Mathematically, the residual crosstalk becomes ξ = 0
for both precoding schemes. As sketched in Fig. 5, the main idea is to transmit
only the anti-FEXT signal using the outdated precoder Po {·} after an STC.
The pure anti-FEXT, generated by feeding all-zero data symbols for line l into
the precoder, cancels out FEXT and thus there is no energy arriving at the
mismatched termination to cause any reflections and subsequent NEXT into
other lines. No precoder update is needed at this stage. It enables an “STCsilent” scenario in the sense that active users remain undisturbed. Thus, we call
this kind of transmission mode silent mode. As a result, the STC-interfering
period to active users is shortened to the time it takes the DP to detect the
loss of signal on line l.
Fig. 6 shows that the rate degradation problem introduced in Fig. 1 can be
fixed by simply zeroing the multiplier of the l-th line, which would essentially
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{

THP

{

LP

Fig. 6: Sum-rate comparison on one victim line, given a full line transmission with
the outdated precoder Po {·}. Cable measurements are used for a group size of K = 3.
The results are calculated over 30 MHz–106 MHz for linear precoding system, and over
30 MHz–180 MHz for non-linear precoding system. A bit cap of 12 bits is assumed.

solve the disrupted-vectoring problem due to STC. However, keeping the analog front-end running to send pure anti-crosstalk signals consumes power. If
the deactivated termination leaves for long, it is thus desirable to invoke a further process in order to track the dimension reduced new channel, and update
the precoder accordingly.

4
4.1

Precoder Update When Deactivating the Disruptive Line
Parameterized Channel Estimation

Both cable measurements and the RN model in Section 2 indicate that the
whole channel matrix except for the l-th row has been changed after an STC.
However as interpreted in Eq. (4), the non-sparse channel deviation matrix
∆ = vl Hl,{1,...,K} is actually composed by two vectors, where Hl,{1,...,K} is
already known as part of the original channel H{Λo }. To estimate the new
channel matrix H{Λ′ }K\l ∈ C(K−1)×(K−1) after shutting down the disruptive
line, we only need to estimate the vector vl of length K − 1.
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Table 1: Proposed procedure at the DP-side to deactivate a line
Procedure 1: To deactivate a line
if loss of signal (los) is detected on line l then
if Upstream then
Track received signal power on line l.
else if Downstream then
repeat
On line l:
• transmit idle symbol on non-sync-symbol positions;
• transmit synchronization symbols on sync-symbol positions;
until J error symbols are collected
end if
bl (Eq. (14));
Estimate v
Shut down analog front-end on line l;
b L (Eq. (19)) or PbNL {·} (Eq. (21)).
Update the precoder as P
end if

In [9], parameterized channel estimation for linear precoding is proposed.
To make the whole process unnoticeable to active users, idle symbols and synchronization symbols are alternatively transmitted on the leaving line until the
process illustrated in Table 1 is completed.
Firstly, apply silent-mode (see Section 3.4) during data transmission periods
to keep active users undisturbed during the channel tracking process. In addition, use synchronization symbols to do an error-based channel estimation.
The transmitted synchronization symbol s(j) = [s1 (j), . . . , sl (j), . . . , sK (j)]T
from the DP at the time instant j yields
q(j) = Σs(j) + vl gl sl (j) + n(j)
(
)
= Σ s(j) + e(j) ,

(13)

at CPEs, where e(j) = E (vl gl sl (j) + n(j)) and E = Σ−1 is the equalizing
matrix. The synchronization error samples I−l e(j) on the victim lines are then
fed back to DP.
After J synchronization time instants, the DP collects J error symbols on
the victim lines as
E = I−l [e(1), e(2), . . . , e(J)]
= I−l Evl gl sT
l + N,
T

where sl = [sl (1), . . . , sl (J)] is the synchronization sequence transmitted on
the leaving line l at synchronization instants j = 1, . . . , J, and N ∈ C(K−1)×J
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is the equalized additive noise on victim lines. The contributing reflecting
crosstalk coeﬃcients defined in Eq. (3) is estimated by
/
bl = ΣK\l E(sT
bl ∈ C(K−1)×1 .
v
)
gl , v
(14)
l
Although the derivation for Eq. (14) is based on LP, simulation shows that
it works for non-linear precoding systems as well. The same procedure as in
Table 1 can be used when THP is applied.
During the whole process, DP is still able to track the received signal power
on line l, whose transceiver is not turned oﬀ immediately. In case of, for
example, an STC false alarm, no channel retraining is required and it is faster
to get back to the original vectoring operation.
A traditional way to counteract the STC disruption, however, is to shut
down line l as soon as possible. As clarified in [9], this is not adequate to cancel out all residual crosstalk. To retrieve the original performance, an additional
elementwise estimation for the dimension-reduced new channel H{Λ′ }K\l using synchronization symbols and pilot sequences may be required. When
Hadamard sequences are applied, at least 2log2 (K−1) synchronization symbols
are required to estimate (K − 1)2 channel elements for each sub-carrier. Since
the orthogonality of Hadamard sequence can be degraded by background noise,
a multiple of 2log2 (K−1) synchronization symbols may be required to accomplish
a desired estimation.
In Fig. 7, computational complexities of the traditional and proposed estimation methods on one sub-carrier are compared by counting the number of
involved additions and multiplications. J for the traditional method stands for
the number of synchronization symbol groups, where 2log2 (K−1) synchronization symbols are mutually orthogonal in each group. Thus, the actual number
of involved synchronization symbols for each estimation is J · 2log2 (K−1) . The
number of required synchronization symbols also determines the length of the
disturbing period to active users. As a comparison, J in our proposed estimation method is the pure number of synchronization symbols applied as no
orthogonality is assumed. Accordingly, there is more freedom to choose the
number of synchronization symbols used for estimation. It is clear in Fig. 7
that the parameterized estimation is much simpler than the traditional way,
and the advantage becomes more evident as the size of vectored group grows.
A further observation is that in the case of a single line STC, the new channel
rightly after the termination mismatch is a rank-1 update of the original channel
as
H{Λ′ } = H{Λo } + vl Hl,{1,...,K} ,
(15)
which implies that the rank of channel deviation r(∆) = 1. This property
facilitates precoder updating in a complexity-eﬃcient way. The simplified pre-
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Fig. 7: Comparison of computational complexity for estimating H{Λ′ }K\l on one
sub-carrier.

coder update for both precoding systems will be addressed in the following
subsections.

4.2

Linear Precoder (LP) Update

With vl estimated, the LP can be updated as the inverse of the new channel
matrix H{Λ′ }K\l according to the RN model, i.e.,
(
)−1
bL
bl Hl,{1,...,K}\l
P
.
basic = HK\l + v
As the original H is not always directly available and full matrix inversion is
not the best choice, we perform the precoder updating by utilizing only the
bl instead.
outdated precoder PoL and the estimated v
Consider that the LP operates for frequencies up to 106 MHz, where the
channel matrix is still diagonally dominant. Separating PoL = PΣ + P∆ , where
PΣ carries the diagonal entries and P∆ carries the oﬀ-diagonal entries, the
original channel matrix H can be estimated by the first-order inverse approximation as
((
)
)−1
H = (PoL )−1 = I + P∆ P−1
PΣ
Σ
(
)
≈ P−1
I − P∆ P−1
,
(16)
Σ
Σ
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the l-th row of which, excluding hl,l , is then given as
b l,{1,...,K}\l =
H

L −1 T
−ϵT
l Po PΣ I−l
.
pl,l

(17)

Let Mσ denote a permutation matrix, i.e.,
[
Mσ = ϵσ(1)

ϵσ(2)

···

ϵσ(K)

]T

.

With σ1 = [{1, . . . , K}\l, l], the channel matrix can be reformed as
[
]
HK\l
H{1,...,K}\l,l
Mσ1 HMT
=
.
σ1
Hl,{1,...,K}\l
hl,l
A permuted precoder is obtained correspondingly as
[
]
PA pB
L
T
Pσ = Mσ1 Po Mσ1 =
,
pC pD
e ∈
where PA has the same size as HK\l . A preliminarily updated precoder P
(K−1)×(K−1)
C
is then generated by
e = PA − pB pC ,
(18)
P
pD
(
)−1
which essentially approximates HK\l
.
Using the Sherman-Morrison formula, the LP for H{Λ′ }K\l can then be
bl in Eq. (14), the derived row vector
updated by using the estimated vector v
b l,{1,...,K}\l in Eq. (17) and the preliminarily updated precoder P
e in Eq. (18),
H
i.e.,
(
)
b l,{1,...,K}\l P
e
bl H
v
L
b =P
e I−
b L ∈ C(K−1)×(K−1)
P
, P
(19)
b
e
1 + Hl,{1,...,K}\l Pb
vl
without performing full matrix inversion. In addition, the multiplier matrix
GL can also be updated accordingly.

4.3

Tomlinson-Harashima Precoder (THP) Update

For a small group number K, updating the THP can be achieved by a
new QR-decomposition on the dimension-reduced new channel H{Λ′ }K\l =
bl Hl,{1,...,K}\l . For large K, the computational complexity can
H{Λo }K\l + v
be reduced by QR-updates of the original Q and R exploiting the property of
the Hessenberg matrix and Givens rotations [17].
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denote the sequence of Givens rotations which zeros
(2)

(2)

out the extra sub-diagonal entries of RIT
−l . J2 = J1 · · · JK−1 is another
Givens rotation sequence such that
J2 J1 QH ϵl = α1 ϵ1 ,
where α1 is a complex number with |α1 | = 1. The preliminary QR-update for
the dimension-reduced original channel HH
K\l can be executed as
e = I−1 J2 J1 RIT ,
R
−l
e
Q = I−1 Mσ2 QJ1H J2H IT
−1 ,

(20)

where the permutation order is σ2 = [l, {1, . . . , K}\l] Equivalently, we estimate
the Hermitian transpose of the dimension-reduced new channel as
H
H
blH
(H{Λ′ })H
K\l = HK\l + Hl,{1,...,K}\l v

blH
= HH
K\l + Q−l R{1,...,K},l v
(
)
e R
e + ub
=Q
vlH ,
e H Q−l R{1,...,K},l . Perform the third Givens rotation sequence
where u = Q
(3)

(3)

J3 = J1 · · · JK−2 for

J3 u = α2 ϵ1 ,

where α2 is a complex number that |α2 | = ∥u∥2 . And also perform the forth
(4)
(4)
Givens rotation sequence J4 = JK−2 · · · Jl for upper-triangularizing the up(
)
e + ub
per Hessenberg matrix J3 R
vH . The rank-1 update of Eq. (20) yields
l

(
)
b = J4 J3 R
e + ub
R
vlH ,
b = QJ
e HJ H.
Q
3 4
Therefore, the updated non-linear precoding function works as
{
}
b̄
b x̄,
PbNL x̄K\l = Q
where
b̄m = Γ
x̄

{

1
r̂m,m

x̄m − ⟨m > 1⟩

m−1
∑
i=1

∗
r̂i,m
b̄i
x̄
r̂m,m

(21)

}
,

for m = 1, . . . , K − 1.

As stated in [17], a new QR-decomposition from scratch needs a factor O(K 3 )
flops, whereas the above update procedure can be executed in O(K 2 ) flops.
Both methods in Section 4.2 and 4.3 can be extended to general cases when
r(∆) ≥ 1.
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Fig. 8: Eﬀective channel gains on the deactivating line when applying LP and THP
respectively to the measured channel.

4.4

Simulation Comparison

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed precoder update schemes,
we measure direct paths and crosstalk paths from a 30-pair, 100 m, 0.5 mm cable [18]. To separate the influence of eﬀective direct channel gain and the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed precoder updating methods, 3 pairs from a single binder are chosen such that there is no big diﬀerence between glL and glNL
of the deactivating line even for frequencies from 106 MHz to 180 MHz (see
Fig. 8). The measurement points follow a 51.75 kHz sub-carrier spacing, and
we consider 3 500 sub-carriers in total, which corresponds to a frequency range
up to 180 MHz. The all-terminated case and a deactivating STC-case, where
line l = 3 is left unterminated, yield two 3 × 3 matrices H{Λo } and H{Λ′ }
for each sub-carrier, respectively. Note that crosstalk measurements while simultaneously synthesizing an exact open-line termination impedance for the
victim line are impossible and a specially tailored measurement setup could at
best approximate the scenario. Since the crosstalk coeﬃcients from other lines
into the leaving line are of no importance to the precoder update, we thus copy
the third row of H{Λ′ } from H{Λo }.
We study the eﬀectiveness of proposed schemes by exploring the entire
frequency range up to 180 MHz for both linear and non-linear precoding systems to allow for a fair comparison. Depending on the channel conditions,
LP may be the preferred choice for lower frequencies, while THP may be used
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Fig. 9: Residual crosstalk PSD on victim line 2 after an STC for linear precoding
systems. Parameterized estimation is performed with J = 1.

for higher frequencies where the channel matrix is no longer diagonally dominant. The comparison is made in frequency domain based on the PSD of the
resulting residual crosstalk. The simulations are based on system parameters
of G.fast [2].
Fig. 9 presents the residual crosstalk PSD on one of the victim lines in the
vectored group. By stopping transmission on the leaving line and updating the
(
)−1
precoder to H{Λo }K\l
for the dimension-reduced original channel (i.e., the
traditional operation), a reduction in residual crosstalk (from the red diamondmarked curve to the yellow triangle-marked one) is observed. However, the
reduced residual crosstalk is still far above background noise level, especially
for high frequencies where the crosstalk channel has a coupling level closer to
that of the direct channel. Thus, further channel tracking is needed.
In contrast, the resulting residual crosstalk of our proposed operation (blue
circle-marked and green star-marked curves) are almost unnoticeable, as they
stay quite close to the background noise. Using J = 1 synchronization symbol
b L from Eq. (19) can eﬀectively cover
bl , the updated precoder P
to estimate v
′
the new channel H{Λ }K\l . In addition, the blue circle-marked curve in Fig. 9
applies the approximation in Eq. (17) to update the precoder directly from the
outdated PoL , whereas the green star-marked curve assumes prior knowledge
of the original channel H{Λo } = H to be available. The approximation in
Eq. (16) becomes less accurate when the frequency increases and the magnitude
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Fig. 10: Residual corsstalk PSD on victim line 2 after an STC for non-linear precoding systems. Parameterized estimation is performed with J = 1.

diﬀerence between direct and FEXT paths becomes smaller. Consequently,
the blue circle-marked curve exhibits a slightly higher residual crosstalk for
frequencies around 120 MHz and beyond.
Similarly to the linear precoding system, we can reduce the residual
crosstalk in a non-linear precoding system eﬀectively to the background noise
level with the proposed method. In Fig. 10, a parameterized estimation of
bl is performed using only J = 1 synchronization symbol, and the precoder
v
updating procedure proposed in Section 4.3 is applied.

5

Precoder Update When (Re)Activating an
Additional Line

Similar vectoring interruption occurs when a line is activated in the vectored
group. It can also be generalized as an STC problem with a termination reflection coeﬃcient changing from non-zero to zero. To diﬀerentiate from the
STC-case discussed in above sections, we refer to it as activating STC.
If the line is to be reactivated in the vectored group and the channel information, including direct and FEXT couplings and reflecting crosstalk coeﬃcients,
are still stored at the DP-side, the precoder update is trivial. Otherwise, it is
necessary to estimate all channel coeﬃcients related to the joining line. Because of the ignored reflected-NEXT deviation, a full channel retraining may be
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needed when the basic channel discovery routine is not adequate. In the latter
case, we propose a fast and eﬀective tracking procedure for the dimensionincreased channel condition based on the RN model.
Assume again a vectored group of size K. One neighboring line is joining this group. According to the RN model, the original channel before an
activating STC event is composed by two parts, i.e.,
H{Λo } = H + vhT
r,
where v ∈ CK×1 denotes a column vector of reflected crosstalk coeﬃcients from
1×K
the joining termination, and hT
denotes the FEXT from vectored lines
r ∈C
into the joining line. The eﬀective channel matrix after an STC becomes
[
]
H
hc
′
H{Λ } = T
,
(22)
hr hK+1
where hK+1 is the new direct channel and hc ∈ CK×1 denotes the FEXT
channels from the joining line into vectored lines.
Consider a simplified traditional channel discovery procedure [2] with two
phases. Phase-1 estimates the FEXT from the joining line into the vectored
lines (i.e., hc ), updates precoder coeﬃcients to cancel out this crosstalk, and
then phase-2 estimates the FEXT into the joining line (i.e., hT
r ). However,
there has already been a deviation in phase-1 due to the ignorance of the
∆ = vhT
r , which changes the coupling conditions among the original vectored
lines as well. The eﬀectiveness of the whole estimation and update procedure
is degraded.
Thus, we propose a new channel discovery order, which is detailed for linear
precoding systems. A similar updating principle can also be applied in nonlinear precoding systems.

5.1

Error-Based Channel Estimation And Precoder Update

The precoder fulfilling vectoring operation diagonalizes the original channel as
Σ = (H + vhT
r )PG,
(
)−1
( )−1
where P = H{Λo }
and E = Σ
denotes the corresponding diagonal
matrix composed by equalizing coeﬃcients.
When the additional line K + 1 is activated, its refection coeﬃcient changes
from |λK+1 | ≫ 0 to λK+1 = 0. The deviation term vhT
r changing from nonzero to zero causes a disturbance to the K original CPEs. To minimize this
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Table 2: Proposed channel discovery procedure for a joining line
Procedure 2: To (re)activate a line
if Joining request is received for line K + 1 then
PHASE-1 :
repeat
Transmit quiet symbols for all symbols positions on the joining line.
until J1 received synchronization symbols from all K + 1 CPEs
are collected.
b Tr and v
b (Eq. (23)).
Estimate h
PHASE-2 :
Update the precoder related to the original vectored group to
e (Eq. (24))
P
repeat
On line K + 1:
• transmit quiet symbols on non-sync-symbol positions;
• transmit synchronization symbols on sync-symbol positions;
until J2 received synchronization symbols from all K + 1 CPEs
are collected.
end if [
]T
b Tc , b
Estimate h
hK+1 (Eq. (25));
b (Eq. (26)).
Update the precoder to P

disruption, we propose a reordered channel discovery procedure summarized in
Table 2.
The transceiver unit for the joining line at the DP-side first transmits quiet
symbols for all symbol positions. The quiet symbol is constructed by setting the
constellation point to 0, which results in zero transmit power. Equivalently,
the multiplier
matrix,
precoder
and equalizer
[
[
[
]
]
]can be represented as G+0 =
G 0
P 0
E 0
, P+0 = T
, and E+0 = T
, respectively.
0T 0
0
0
0
1
During the synchronization period, we can perform the phase-1 estimation.
Since nothing is essentially sent from the (K + 1)-th transmitter, the received
signal at the joining CPE is the pure FEXT from the vectored lines. Mathematically, transmitting a synchronization symbol so (1) = [s1 (1), . . . , sK (1)]T
yields
qK+1 (1) = hT
r PGso (1) + n.
at the joining CPE at the first synchronization time instant. The errors oc-
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curring at the other active CPEs result from the “disappeared” deviation term
vhT
r , i.e.,
(
)
eo (1) = −E vhT
r PGso (1) + n .
Let J1 denote the number of synchronization time instants needed to accomplish a phase-1 estimation. During this period, So,J1 = [so (1), . . . , so (J1 )]
are transmitted from the K vectored lines. The received error symbols
on the joining CPE and the original CPEs are represented by qK+1,J1 =
[qK+1 (1), . . . , qK+1 (J1 )]T and E o,J1 = [eo (1), . . . , eo (J1 )], respectively. The
channel deviation can be estimated by two vectors as
)
(
b T = qT
,
h
r
K+1,J1 PGSo
(
)
b T PGSo .
b = −ΣE o,J1 h
v
r

(23)

During the next data transmission period, update the first sub-block of the
precoder P+0 as
(
)
bTP
b
v
h
r
e =P I+
P
,
(24)
b T Pb
1−h
r v
to eliminate the residual crosstalk from the deviation −∆. Update the first sube The negative influence of the (re)activating
block of G+0 accordingly to be G.
event on the original CPEs is eliminated hereafter.
During phase-2, start transmitting synchronization
on all the K +1
[ symbols
]
e 0
P
lines. Equivalently, the precoder works as P+1 = T
, and the multiplier
0
1
[
]
e 0
G
matrix is G+1 = T
with a power-regulating constant α. Similarly after
0
α
J2 synchronization time instants, the received sequence at the joining CPE is
T
Te e
T
qT
K+1,J2 = hr PGSo,J2 + αhK+1 sK+1 + n ,
T
where sT
K+1 = [sK+1 (1), . . . , sK+1 (J2 )] is the synchronization sequence transmitting on the joining line during the J2 time instants. The errors from the
first K CPEs are composed by
)
(
E o,J2 = E αhc sT
K+1 + N .

The new direct channel and the third vector can then be estimated by
(
)
T
b
bT e e
hK+1 = qT
K+1,J2 − hr PGSo,J2 (sK+1 ) /α,
b c = ΣE o,J (sT ) /α.
h
K+1
2

(25)
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At this point, the estimation for the dimension increased new channel is
completed:
[
]
bc
H
h
b
′
.
H{Λ } = b T b
hr hK+1
b ′ }, i.e.,
Note that the Shur complement of H in matrix H{Λ
bTP
eb
γ=b
hK+1 − h
r hc ,
b
is just
/ a scalar. Also, the Shur complement of hK+1 , i.e., Sĥ = H −
bch
bT b
h
r hK+1 , is again a rank-1 update of matrix H, and therefore,
(
)
bch
b T P/γ
e I+h
e
Sĥ−1 = P
.
r
b ′ }.
No explicit matrix inversion is needed to recalculate the precoder for H{Λ
e in Eq. (24) with
We can update the precoder based on previous knowledge of P
the three estimated vectors as
]
[
b c /γ
eh
(
)−1
−P
Sĥ−1
b
b
′
/
P = H{Λ }
=
.
(26)
b T S −1 b
−h
hK+1
1/γ
r ĥ

5.2

Simulation Comparison

The traditional line initializing approach first estimates the crosstalk from the
joining line into the vectored lines (i.e., hc ), followed by the estimation from the
vectored lines into the joining line (i.e., hT
r ). Because of the coupling deviation,
which is now recognized as the influence of STC, the phase-1 estimation does
not obtain the actual FEXT from the joining line (see Fig.11a). Although in
phase-2 the precoder is active based on the previous estimation for vectored
lines among themselves and for joining lines into the vectored lines, we observe
in Fig.11a that the vectored lines still receive strong crosstalk disturbance once
the joining line starts transmitting. The disturbed period may be extended
since [2] defines a transmission repetition on the joining line in presence of
strong crosstalk. Even if hc is estimated again after the estimation of hT
r in
phase-2, a full-channel retraining procedure may still be needed to obtain the
original sum-rate. In Fig. 11a, a gap is observed between the blue diamondmarked line after phase-2 and the original sum-rate level before STC, due to the
inadequate crosstalk cancellation. Thus, full-channel retraining is performed at
around 80 ms to recover the original sum-rate level. During the whole process,
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(a) Traditional procedure

(b) Proposed procedure
Fig. 11: Sum-rate over 30 MHz–106 MHz frequencies during the process of new line
(re)activation. Activating STC occurs at time 0. Calculations are taken using channel
measurements described in Section 4.4.

the vectored lines suﬀer from a persistent disturbance, which grows with group
size.
The proposed procedure, on the other hand, suggests to estimate hT
r first.
is
part
of
the
attributes
that
compose
of the
According to the RN model, hT
r
STC deviation. The errors collected at the original CPEs contribute to both
estimating hT
r and correcting the crosstalk among the vectored lines after the
STC. As shown in Fig.11b, the throughput degradation for the vectored lines is
minor within a much shorter period of time compared to that of the traditional
procedure in Fig.11a. The vectored lines can recover their original performance
once the phase-1 estimation is completed. Although the starting time for the
joining line is delayed a bit, the disturbance to the original active users becomes
unnoticeable during the whole line initializing process.
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Conclusion

An STC caused when a line is abruptly deactivated or (re)activated in a vectored group alters the perceived channel coupling conditions, which leads to
significant service degradation for active users in the neighborhood. Based on
the RN model, we characterize the changed channel with a vector composed
by reflecting crosstalk coeﬃcients and identify the residual crosstalk caused
by an STC. The proposed precoder updating procedures for deactivating and
(re)activating lines minimize the residual crosstalk disturbance to active users
compared to the state-of-the-art methods. In addition, both channel estimation and precoder updating procedures are simplified, lowering complexity and
cost for the modems at the DP-side.
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Rate-Boosting Using Strong Crosstalk
in Next Generation Wireline Systems

Abstract
Next-generation wireline systems may exploit frequencies up to several hundred MHz on short lines. Strong crosstalk coupling, comparable to the direct
paths, is one of the main channel characteristics at high frequencies. Instead
of fully canceling all crosstalk, we utilize strong crosstalk paths to boost datarate for active users. Two linear precoding schemes, based on maximum ratio combining and convex optimization respectively, are proposed and applied
to a common network topology. The precoding schemes exploit constructive
crosstalk signals on unused lines or in unused parts of the spectrum on neighboring lines to boost data-rate while still complying with the regulated spectral
power limits per line. More than 500 Mbps throughput gain per active user can
be achieved compared to state-of-the-art linear precoding.

Based on: Y. Huang, T. Magesacher, E. Medeiros, C. Lu, P.-E. Eriksson, and P.
Ödling, “Rate-Boosting Using Strong Crosstalk in Next Generation Wireline Systems,” in Proc. 2015 IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), San
c 2015 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
Diego, USA, December 2015. ⃝
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Introduction

Data-rate hungry services may soon push current wireline broadband networks
to their limit. The fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) concept, which would conceivably satisfy the throughput demand, is still no ubiquitous reality since its installation requires large eﬀorts in both time and money. The migration via a
hybrid copper-fiber concept [1] bridges the gap by continuously using the copper wires to support the costly last-mile part. Recent standardization eﬀorts
have resulted in the emerging G.fast system [2, 3] capable of supporting in the
order of 1 Gbps aggregate net data-rate on copper pairs. In its second version,
even higher data-rates can be expected. Future eﬀorts, such as [4–6], aim at
providing multi-gigabit access via copper by exploring frequency ranges well
beyond 100 MHz.
The first version of G.fast relies on linear precoding [7, 8] to mitigate
crosstalk. Linear precoding is a well developed scheme and has been widely
implemented in vectored digital subscriber line (DSL) systems for its eﬀectiveness and low-complexity. In order to transmit below the regulated power
spectrum density (PSD) mask on each line and each sub-carrier, power normalization is included in the linear precoder which, however, degrades the system
performance at very high frequencies [9, 10]. In [11], the choice of the power
normalization factor for linear precoding is posed as a linear programming
problem, resulting in a moderate increase in delivered data-rate.
In practice, resources are still available for further data-rate boosting without additional hardware cost. For example, as part of the zero-touch philosophy, G.fast equipment could be pre-installed on a bundle basis regardless
whether all customers have signed up or not. Thus, there could be more available lines than active users. Furthermore, users sharing the same binder may
use either very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL2) [12] equipment or
G.fast equipment. The lines of VDSL2 users will be idle for frequencies beyond
35 MHz [13]. In both cases, idle lines are available and already connected to
transceiver equipment at the distribution point (DP).
In this paper, we exploit strong crosstalk from idle lines in a constructive
way to boost the data-rate of active users (see Fig. 1), while mitigating destructive crosstalk among active users and fully obeying the spectral power limits.
The supporting lines can be unused lines or lines with unused spectrum in the
cable, which allows for permanent boosting. Alternatively, lines connecting
users that are temporarily idle or have no data to transmit at the moment can
be used for peak-rate boosting. Two linear precoding schemes are introduced
in the downstream direction. The first method is maximum ratio combining (MRC), which is frequently used in wireless multiple-input-single-output
transmission to maximize the delivered energy to the active users. In order to
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DP
Line 1 :
Line 2 :
Line 3 :
Line 4 :
Line 5 :
Line 6 :
Line 7 :
Line 8 :

[H]4,1
[H]2,2

idle
active

CPE

[H]2,3
[H]4,4
[H]2,5
[H]4,6
[H]4,7
[H]4,8

idle
CPE

active
idle
idle
idle
idle

Fig. 1: Example scenario with two active CPEs and six idle lines contributing constructive FEXT. Line 2, 3 and 5 are chosen to support the CPE-2, and the other lines
within the group are chosen to support CPE-4.

further exploit the rate-boosting potential via cooperative linear precoding, we
formulate a convex feasibility problem resulting in the second precoder, which
shows significant throughput gain at high frequencies.

2

Channel Characteristics at High Frequencies

In DSL systems, single line performance is defined as the throughput in an
end-to-end transmission over a certain line with a fixed background-noise level.
It can be viewed as an upper bound of the throughput on that line since no
other interference or transmit power constraint is considered. Crosstalk among
copper wires within a binder, classified into near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and
far-end crosstalk (FEXT), is an inherent wireline channel property. In order to
approach the single line performance for each line in the group, crosstalk cancellation is needed. NEXT can be mitigated by using duplexing methods such
as frequency-division duplexing (FDD) or time-division duplex (TDD), whereas
FEXT can be mitigated by vectoring [14], as indicated in the VDSL2 [15] and
G.fast [2] standards.
In the downstream direction, which is our main focus in this paper, a precoder in the DP enables cooperative data transmission. Consider a vectored
group of size N . Let N = {1, . . . , N } denote the set of line indices in the
vectored group. Also, let H ∈ CN ×N denote the frequency domain channel
matrix of the vectored group on a certain sub-carrier. The prevailing idea to
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cancel out crosstalk is to use a linear precoder which diagonalizes the channel
matrix [8]. Mathematically, the nearly optimal linear precoder P ∈ CN ×N is
given by
P = 1/µ H−1 HΣ ,
where HΣ is a diagonal matrix carrying the diagonal elements of H. The scalar
µ is defined to make the overall precoded signal comply with the transmit power
constraint, i.e.,
[
]
µ = max H−1 HΣ row i 2 .
(1)
i∈N

When the frequency range is extended, new channel characteristics are observed. To demonstrate this, we take measurements for direct paths and FEXT
paths from a 30 pairs, 100 m, 0.5 mm cable [16]. In this case study, 8 pairs are
randomly chosen from a single binder. A sub-carrier spacing of 51.75 kHz has
been used. Channel measurements are taken from 35 MHz up to 300 MHz (see
Fig. 2a). The choice of 35 MHz yields a generous spectral margin with respect
to the VDSL2 30 MHz profile. It can be observed that the FEXT becomes

(a) Channel measurements

(b) Accumulated bit-rate in the band from 35 MHz to upper-edge
frequency
Fig. 2: Channel measurements and average accumulated bit-rate per line for an
8-line vectored group.
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comparable to the direct channel as the frequency increases. As a consequence,
the column-wise diagonal dominant (CWDD) property, which is the foundation
of the near-optimal linear precoder, begins to diminish. Its influence on the
system performance is illustrated in Fig. 2b.
In Fig. 2b, the average sum-rate for the 8 lines is shown versus available
bandwidth, which is defined as upper-edge frequency minus 35 MHz. Although
the bandwidth keeps increasing, the sum-rate of the linear precoding system
diverges gradually from the single line performance and converges to a saturation level. By utilizing the strong crosstalk from idle pairs, however, it is
possible to boost the rate beyond this saturation level.

3
3.1

Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) Precoding Scheme for Rate-Boosting
Group-MRC precoder

Consider a scenario with K active users out of N vectored lines. A simplified
example with N = 8 and K = 2 is sketched in Fig. 1.
Let Hsub ∈ CK×N denote the channel paths ending in the active customer
premise equipment (CPE). The signal r ∈ CK×1 received by the active users is
given by r = Hsub s + n, where s ∈ CN ×1 is the transmit signal and n ∈ CK×1
denotes noise. We are looking for a “good” precoder Psub ∈ CN ×K yielding
s = Psub x, where x ∈ CK×1 are the symbols to be transmitted, such that
the active CPEs get a higher receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to
vectoring using only the active lines. In order to cancel the destructive crosstalk
among the active users, we also want Hsub Psub = D, where D ∈ RK×K is a
diagonal matrix.
We apply the concept of MRC to the precoded signals with the goal of
rate-boosting via crosstalk. If all N twisted pairs are available to support
CPE no. [k (i.e., K = 1), the
] eﬀective channel is the k-th row ofTH, denoted
as hT
=
[H]
,
.
.
.
,
[H]
k
k1
kN . Also notice that each element of hk represents
2

2

T
channel attenuation, where hT
k 1 is larger than hk 2 . Thus, to maximize
the receive SNR and therefore boost the bit-rate, assign the precoder to be a
column vector as
[
]T
∗
∗
[H]kN
1 [H]k1
pk =
···
,
µ [H]k1
[H]kN

where µ is the normalization factor defined similarly as in Eq. (1). The precoded
signals from diﬀerent transmitters are added up coherently, yielding a received
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signal at the active CPE given by
rk = hT
k pk xk + n = 1/µ

N
∑

[H]ki xk + n.

(2)

i=1

In the general case of K > 1, group-MRC can be performed. The i-th
column of Hsub represents the channel paths originating from transmitter i.
For each transmitter, there should be only one targeted receiver. Therefore,
a grouping metric is needed to determine the group of “supporting” line(s)
assigned to each active user. Assume for the i-th column of Hsub , [Hsub ]li i is
chosen to be the supporting path from transmitter i. Accordingly, assign an
N × K MRC precoder matrix Pmrc whose entries are composed by

∗
 [Hsub ]ji if j = l ,
i
[Pmrc ]ij =
(3)
[Hsub ]ji

0
otherwise.
Also include the second precoder matrix
Pd = (Hsub Pmrc )

−1

(Hsub Pmrc )Σ

to cancel the destructive crosstalk among the active users. Together with the
power scaling factor µ, the overall precoder can be written as
Psub = 1/µ Pmrc Pd
where µ = max ∥[Pmrc Pd ]row i ∥2 .
i∈N

3.2

Data-rate performance

With the MRC of the precoded signal, we can realize an equivalent channel
ρmrc = diag (Hsub Psub ) ,

ρmrc ∈ RK×1

to the active users. To quantify the rate-boosting contribution from the resulting channel, we calculate the increased spectrum eﬃciency compared to a reference linear precoding system, whose precoded equivalent channel is denoted by
γ. The reference can be the single line performance, normal linear-precoding
performance or any other control group. Given a certain γ and transmit power
Ptx , we can calculate the spectrum eﬃciency gain on line k as
(
)
(
)
2
2
(
)
Ptx [ρmrc ]k
Ptx [γ]k
g [γ]k , Ptx = log2 1 +
− log2 1 +
σ2 Γ
σ2 Γ
(
)
∆k · Ptx
= log2 1 +
,
(4)
2
σ 2 Γ + Ptx [γ]k
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(a) Theoretical requirement on ∆k (Eq. (5))

(b) FEXT coupling ending in CPE-2
Fig. 3: Comparison between the theoretical requirement on ∆k to gain a desired g
from the normal linear precoder performance and actual FEXT coupling level available to support the gain.

where σ 2 is the background noise power and Γ is the reserved SNR gap. Here
2
2
we define a parameter ∆k = [ρmrc ]k − [γ]k , which denotes the increased
channel gain obtained by constructive FEXT on line k. Equivalently, we can
expect that the required boosting in channel gain for a certain spectrum eﬃciency gain should be
∆k [dB] = log10 (2g − 1) + ck ,
(5)
((
)/
)
2
where ck = log10 σ 2 Γ + Ptx [γ]k
Ptx is a constant on a certain subcarrier of line k.
Taking line 2 of our measurements as an example, assume Ptx = −76 dBm/Hz,
σ 2 = −140 dBm/Hz and Γ = 9.8 dB. In Fig. 3a, we show the theoretical requirement on ∆k to increase the spectrum eﬃciency from the normal linear
precoder performance by g = 1 bps/Hz and g = 2 bps/Hz at diﬀerent frequencies. For other values of g, the curve shifts in vertical direction with a term of
log10 (2g − 1).
Fig. 3a reveals that MRC of constructive FEXT to boost data-rate requires
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much higher ∆k at lower frequencies than at higher frequencies. In Fig. 3b,
it is shown that the available FEXT coupling at lower frequencies, however,
is not that much stronger than the FEXT level of higher frequencies, which
significantly limits the potential gain we can extract from the lower part of
the frequency range. For frequencies above 150 MHz, it seems more likely
to achieve the additional power requirement ∆k . Therefore, we would rather
focus on and explore the right-hand side of the frequency axis and utilize the
strong crosstalk to achieve rate-boosting. Hereinafter, we refer to the frequency
ranges above and below 150 MHz as high-frequency range and low-frequency
range, respectively.
To show the rate-boosting result with a practical channel setup, we consider
a grouping criterion based on the magnitude of crosstalk couplings, i.e.,
2

li = arg max [Hsub ]li ,
l

(6)

and construct Pmrc as in Eq. (3). In our experimental setup, the copper pairs
are short and have equal lengths. The corresponding FEXT coupling coeﬃcients are therefore similar in magnitude level. This implies that the maximum
power of Eq. (6) for diﬀerent i will not always concentrate on the same l. It enables an “even-share” grouping scheme where the number of supporting lines for
each active user is on average the same over the studied frequencies. Based on
the measurements described in Section 2, Fig. 4 presents the average spectrum
eﬃciency of the group-MRC method for both low-frequency and high-frequency
range. Considering a bit cap b̄ = 12 bits, the average spectrum eﬃciency κ for
each line is calculated as
{
}
∑Ntone
min b̄, log2 (1 + SNR/Γ)
i=1
κ=
,
(7)
Ntone
where Ntone is the number of sub-carriers involved and SNR is the receive
signal-to-noise power ratio.
According to Fig. 4a, the gain in spectrum eﬃciency is barely noticeable in
the low-frequency range since the crosstalk paths are not strong enough to contribute, which is consistent with the conclusion in Fig. 3. In the high-frequency
range (see Fig. 4b), the group-MRC shows more than 2 bps/Hz spectrum eﬃciency gain on average compared to its linear-precoding counterpart.
When comparing the performance of the group-MRC precoder to the normal
linear precoder on each sub-carrier, however, we notice that the MRC scheme
is not always a good solution for rate-boosting. In Fig. 5, there are negative
gains at some sub-carriers, where the MRC precoder delivers a lower datarate to active users than the normal linear precoder. This disadvantage of
the MRC precoder becomes more notable when the number of available idle
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(a) 35 MHz–150 MHz

(b) 150 MHz–300 MHz
Fig. 4: Spectrum eﬃciency comparison for group-MRC precoding with the grouping
scheme defined in Eq. (6) for diﬀerent frequency ranges.

lines decreases, or equivalently, K increases (comparing Fig. 5a with Fig. 5b).
The reduced eﬀective channel gain results partly from the normalization factor
µ. As µ equals to the maximum norm-2 of the precoder’s row-vectors, simply
multiplying with 1/µ may cause a large penalty in the resulting channel gain of
the MRC precoder. Furthermore, the rate-boosting performance of the MRC
precoder depends largely on the chosen grouping metric. As shown in Fig. 5,
the metric chosen in Eq. (6) does not give a “fair” boosting to active users at
most sub-carriers.

4

Optimized Precoding Scheme for Rate-Boosting

As discussed above, the MRC precoder does not guarantee that we can always
achieve the optimal utilization of available idle pairs. Therefore, further investigation on the rate-boosting possibility in a general case is desired. We
formulate this as an optimization problem, where the objective is to find a
linear precoder Popt giving an equivalent channel
Θ = Hsub Popt ,

(8)
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(a) Active users K = 2 (N = 8)

(b) Active users K = 4 (N = 8)
Fig. 5: Bit-rate gain of the group-MRC precoder over 150 MHz–300 MHz, compared
to the normal linear precoder.

subject to the following constraints:
Channel gain By optimally utilizing the available constructive FEXT, the
equivalent channel with a linear precoder results in ρopt = diag (Hsub Popt ),
and can deliver a data-rate as high as possible to active users given a certain
channel environment.
Residual crosstalk It is not necessary to have the oﬀ-diagonal entries of
the eﬀective channel Θ to be strictly 0, which is the main objective of the
traditional linear precoder. Instead, residual crosstalk can be allowed as long
as its maximum power is lower than a small number ϵ2 . In order not to decrease
the receive SNR, we confine ϵ2 to be lower than the background noise level.
Transmit power To fulfil the transmit power constraint, the precoder should
have its row vector power confined by [Popt ]l,1...K 2 ≤ 1, for l = 1, . . . , N .
The objective together with the three constraints result in a feasibility problem. Let ⊗ stand for the Kronecker product, and vec(·) operate on a matrix to
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stack the columns of the matrix to be a long column vector. We can rewrite
2
the equivalent channel in Eq. (8) as Ap = θ, where A = IK ⊗ Hsub ∈ CK ×KN,
2
p = vec(Popt ) ∈ CKN ×1, and θ = vec(Θ) ∈ CK ×1. The related feasibility
problem with convex constraints [17] can be written as
popt =

find
subject to

p
Ed Ap = ρopt
max Ecd Ap ≤ ϵ
Er,l p 2 ≤ 1 for l = 1, . . . , N.

(9)

Here we define three versions of the matrix E such that E vec(X) results in
2
a vector composed by specific entries of the original matrix X. Ed ∈ RK×K
is defined to extract the diagonal entries such as Ed (Ap) = diag (Hsub Popt ),
i.e.,
{
1 if j = (i − 1)K +i,
[Ed ]ij =
0 otherwise.
2

Ecd ∈ RK(K−1)×K is defined to extract the oﬀ-diagonal entries in a similar
manner, i.e.,
{
1 if j = i +⌊(i − 1)/K⌋+1,
[Ecd ]ij =
0 otherwise.
Finally, Er,l ∈ RK×KN extracts the l-th row of the matrix as Er,l p =
[Popt ]l,1...K , i.e.,
{
1 if j = (i − 1)N +l,
[Er,l ]ij =
0 otherwise.
The last two constraints in Eq. (9) generate a fixed region around the optimal solution. The main source that influences the feasibility of the optimization
problem lies in the first function, which is aﬃne. If we are too aggressive in
achieving gain and set too high values for the desired ρopt , the optimization
problem in Eq. (9) will become unfeasible. Therefore, to approach the highest
possible ρopt and still fulfil the other two constraints, we propose a feasibilitybased iterative method as described in Table 1.
As our final goal is to provide the active users with a boosted data-rate, we
set the main iteration-driving parameter to be g, as defined in Eq. (4), which
represents a spectrum eﬃciency gain on a certain sub-carrier compared to a
reference performance. The gains for all K active users compose a vector g.
Again, let γ denote the equivalent channel of the reference performance. Define
a scalar parameter β1 = −σ 2 Γ/Ptx , which is constant over the whole frequency
range, and a vector parameter β2 = |γ|2 −β1 , which keeps constant on a certain
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Table 1: Proposed iteration for optimizing a rate-boosting precoder
On sub-carrier t:
Initialize
• Set gain step size as △g ;
• Set basic gain for each line g = g0 ;
• Set parameters β1 = −σ 2 Γ/Ptx , β2 = γ − β1 ;
• ρ2opt = 2g ⊙ β2 + β1 ;
• Set feasible = 1.
while feasible = 1 do
• Solve optimization problem in Eq. (9);
if Failed then
– feasible = 0;
end if
• if feasible = 1 then
– Reshape popt to Popt ;
– Update g = g + △g ;
– Update ρ2opt = 2g ⊙ β2 + β1 ;
end if
end while

sub-carrier. Together with these parameters, we can calculate the desired ρopt
using the expected g as
1/2

ρopt = (2g ⊙ β2 + β1 )

,

where ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product and the power is taken elementwisely.
Starting with a conservative gain setting g0 and increasing the gain gradually
with a step size △g , we will reach a ρopt after j iterations that makes the whole
setup unfeasible. The optimized precoder vector popt obtained as the result
of iteration j − 1 gives the maximum possible ρopt . The starting points in g0
are determined by the original and expected data-rate for the active users. For
example, the spectrum eﬃciency on line 2 and 4 are originally 2 bps/Hz and
4 bps/Hz at a certain sub-carrier, and aim for a boosting result of 3 bps/Hz and
5 bps/Hz, respectively. A possible choice for initialization can be g0 = [2, 4]T ,
and setting the same △g for both lines.
In the following simulations, we choose the normal linear precoding performance as the baseline. Fig. 6 compares the rate-boosting results between the
group-MRC method applying the grouping metric in Eq. (6) and the feasibilitybased optimization method summarized in Table 1. We focus on the frequency
range between 150 MHz and 300 MHz, where strong crosstalk dominates. For
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(a) Active users K = 2 (N = 8)

(b) Active users K = 4 (N = 8)
Fig. 6: Data-rate gain at studied frequencies with diﬀerent number of active users.

each sub-carrier, the increased bit-rate compared to the throughput of normal
linear precoding is calculated. For the feasibility-based optimization method,
the curves for active users are identical since we choose the even-gain strategy
in the iterative process. For the group-MRC method, the average increase over
the targeted lines is presented.
In Fig. 6, we observe that the optimized precoder has a curve that is generally higher than the group-MRC curve, which means that the simple metric given by Eq. (6) does not fully explore the rate-boosting ability from the
constructive FEXT paths. The advantage of the optimized precoder is more
obvious when the number of available idle lines for each active user decreases.
Most importantly, the optimized precoder will never yield a negative gain as
the MRC method does. The superior performance of the optimized precoder is
rooted mainly in the following three aspects. First, the normalization factor µ
limits the possible power gain of the MRC method. Second, the vectoring precoder Pd that is included in the group-MRC precoder sets a strict requirement
in canceling crosstalk. The purpose of Pd is to diagonalize the channel matrix
and generate zero-valued oﬀ-diagonal entries for Hsub Psub . In fact, as also implemented in the optimized precoder, we only need to limit the power of those
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Fig. 7: Accumulated average sum-rate per user versus available bandwidth (35 MHz
to upper-edge frequency).

entries to be lower than the background noise level so that the related precoder
design constraint gets relaxed. Third, the grouping-metric depends highly on
frequency and on channel conditions. It is hard to group the idle lines in an
optimal way to perform rate-boosting, since the FEXT varies strongly both
over frequency and over lines. The optimized precoder, on the other hand, provides a target-oriented solution without limitation from any specific grouping
scheme.
In Fig. 7, we trace back to the problem raised in Section 2, specifically in
Fig. 2b. Again, the average sum-rate over active users is calculated. For the
case of K = 1, where 7 idle lines are available to support rate-boosting, the
basic MRC precoding in Eq. (2) is performed. For the cases of K = 2 and
K = 4, the optimized precoding scheme is applied. It is clear that by utilizing
strong crosstalk from idle lines in the vicinity, the linear precoder can break
through the saturation level at high frequencies and provide the active users
with significant data-rate gain. In the simulation starting from 35 MHz and
ending in 300 MHz, we can achieve 589.61 Mbps sum-rate gain per active user
compared to the normal linear precoder when 4 idle lines are available for K = 4
active users; we gain 729.41 Mbps per user when 6 idle lines are available for
K = 2 active users; and we gain 882.79 Mbps per user when 7 idle lines are
available for K = 1 active user.
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Conclusion

In the next generation wireline systems, the achievable data-rate with linear
precoding saturates gradually after a certain frequency (e.g., 150 MHz for our
measured channel). To break through this saturation level, we propose rateboosting for active end-users, utilizing strong crosstalk at high frequencies from
idle twisted pairs within the same vectored group. Group-MRC precoding exhibits a substantial data-rate improvement depending on the number of supporting lines. In order to further enhance the performance, we present an
optimization-based solution. Compared to standard linear precoding, more
than 500 Mbps data-rate gain per active user can be achieved when exploiting
bands up to 300 MHz.
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Enabling DSL and Radio on the Same
Copper Pair

Abstract
To increase indoor coverage for mobile services, we propose a residential
small cell infrastructure making use of the existing copper plant. The system
is cabinet-based, collocated with VDSL2 and uses small pieces of spectrum
next to VDSL2. Inspired by the Ericsson Radio Dot System, it challenges
the femtocell paradigm oﬀering full macro functionality in the small cells. An
interesting service potential is oﬀered albeit the added mobile traﬃc capacity
is moderate as it is limited by the copper fronthaul.

Based on: Y. Huang, E. Medeiros, S. Höst, T. Magesacher, P.-E. Eriksson, C. Lu, P.
Ödling, and P. O. Börjesson, “Enabling DSL and Radio on the Same Copper Pair,”
in Proc. 2015 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC), London,
c 2015 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
U.K., pp. 1031–1035, June 2015. ⃝
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Introduction

The copper access network plays a key role in the evolutionary process of delivering broadband services [1]. Relaying radio signals over high-quality copper
cables, as demonstrated by the system introduced in [2], can provide full macrocell functionality to indoor small cells fed over cables. While [2] focuses on
indoor-enterprise environments using standard LAN cables, we pose the question whether it could be used to realize a vision of connected homes exploiting
the edge of the access network. Given the increased interest in residential small
cells in standardisation bodies and the increasing market uptake of femtocells,
the concepts presented in [2] could be extended to the public switched telephone
network (PSTN), representing a valuable market opportunity for operators.
The amount of attention given to residential small cells is increasing fast.
This is partly fuelled by increasing capacity demands calling for a densification
of the cellular networks and insights into the cost of doing so [3]. Estimations
in [4, 5] hint that between 70 % and 90 % of the traﬃc in the mobile networks
is generated indoors, and it is suggested that the homes are natural new sites
for small cells. But the drive towards small cells is also coming from changes in
how we live and how we construct our dwellings. Thick fire-safe concrete walls
increasingly block radio waves as we move our systems higher up in frequency.
New window types with high energy insulation often have a built-in thin metal
layer sealing oﬀ the interior both thermally and electromagnetically. Achieving indoor coverage becomes increasingly diﬃcult without placing an antenna
inside the home.
The main approach to get an antenna inside the home today is by deploying
a femtocell. Here we go deeper into the Radio Dot System [2] idea presented by
Ericsson. Instead of using standard LAN cables, we focus on twisted pairs in
the PSTN copper plant, using the spectrum above VDSL2 17 MHz profiles but
below G.fast (the next generation DSL) and maintaining so low interfering signal levels that these and other legacy systems remain unaﬀected at large. Thus,
we argue that the extended concept is realistic and deployable, albeit it requires
similar augmentation of the regulatory regimes like any new DSL system would.
We perform the spectrum planning by optimizing for capacity in a typical plant
topology and show that decent bit rates can be delivered. In [6] and [7], an
alternative femtocell architecture is investigated. It superimposes the radio signal on the lower part of VDSL2 spectrum, starting from 100 kHz, and performs
compound MIMO processing over air and cable channels. Although benefiting
from lower cable attenuation, directly usage of VDSL2 spectrum makes this
system suﬀer from inevitable VDSL2 interference, and vice versa.
In this paper we intend to develop a realistic and deployable system architecture that is collocated with VDSL2 in the cabinets of the telephony copper
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Fig. 1: A schematic for the proposed radio-over-copper system. Notice the colocation of DSL equipment and remote radio units in the cabinet.

network. We extend the concept presented in [2] by evaluating its feasibility over regular telephony cables, using the spectra between VDSL2 [8] and
G.fast [9]. Disregarding the losses in the radio channel, the available capacity
in the copper loop is evaluated at the chosen band. We optimize the placement
of downlink and uplink bands to avoid interfering with legacy systems, and as
a result determine the maximum loop lengths over which radio signals can be
deployed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system concept is introduced. In Section 3, achievable throughput and coexistence are investigated.
Section 4 presents a case study with gap-band optimization and Section 5 concludes the work.

2

Why and Where

The system topology considered in this paper is depicted in Fig. 1. We have a location such as a home connected with telephony wiring feeding radio equipment
in turn accessing an indoor radio channel. A traditional femtocell architecture
terminates the copper line with some flavor of DSL, say VDSL2, backhauling
the femtocell traﬃc over a bitstream connection. Suppose that we now want
to deliver an analog fronthaul service over the copper but in parallel to VDSL2
rather than using it as backhaul. Is it possible and if so what capacity do we
release? These are the questions we attempt to answer with this paper.
In Fig. 1 the baseband unit (BBU) is located centralized in the network,
and the radio signal is sent out to the remote radio unit (RRU) digitally with
e.g., CPRI [10] using a fiber connection. The RRU in this setup is typically
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Fig. 2: Bandplans for VDSL2, G.fast and the band of interest for the proposed
radio-over-copper system, pictured as a green shaded area.

co-located with the VDSL2 digital subscriber line access multiplexer (DSLAM)
in the cabinet. In the downlink direction, the radio signal is up-converted to
the band above the VDSL2 signal. A diplexer (Dipl. in the figure) combines
the VDSL2 signal and the radio signal on the twisted pair. At the customer
premises a second diplexer splits the signals for the VDSL2 customer premises
equipment (CPE) and the remote radio head (RRH). Shifting the radio signal
up in frequency to the required band gives indoor mobile coverage. A similar
procedure occurs in the uplink direction, where the RRH down-converts the
radio signal to adequate frequencies in the copper loop. After transmission
through the twisted pair, the analog radio signal is sampled at the RRU.
The frequency range we intend to make use of is shown in Fig. 2. The
leftmost part of the figure shows the various up- and downlink bands of VDSL2
and the right part shows one of the possible options for the starting frequency of
G.fast (30 MHz). This particular spectrum plan was defined by ITU [11] and is
typical for what can be expected in many countries. Although VDSL2 30 MHz
profiles have been standardized for years, their market penetration in western
countries is much lower compared to their 17 MHz counterparts. Therefore, in
this paper we target unused spectra between 17 MHz and 30 MHz.
The focus of this work is on spectrum planning and throughput evaluation. Several related issues are left for further study. First, we do not consider
crosstalk originating from VDSL2 or G.fast users in neighboring lines. The
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band we intend to use lies spectrally between VDSL2 and G.fast. Thus, there
is only crosstalk of leakage signals at the band edges. Second, we assume
that there is no crosstalk in the VDSL2-G.fast gap band from other radioover-copper systems—that is, we limit our focus to scenarios with a single
radio-over-copper system in the last-drop cable. This assumption is reasonable
because the crosstalk between radio-over-copper systems could be dealt with
by crosstalk cancellation schemes similar to those used in VDSL2 and G.fast.
Third, we do not consider the impact of electromagnetic compatibility. In order
to limit unwanted radio egress, we keep the transmit power spectrum density
(PSD) in the band of interest between −60 dBm/Hz and −80 dBm/Hz. This
choice of transmit PSD is compatible with the limiting PSD masks defined
for 30 MHz VDSL2 profiles. Consequently, the egress noise generated by the
proposed system would be comparable to that caused by a standard-compliant
30 MHz VDSL2 system. However, analog radio-over-copper transmission remains vulnerable to radio ingress. Interference that is picked up by the copper
pair in the gap band directly aﬀects the signal quality, both in downlink and
uplink direction. The coexistence analysis presented in the following sections
is merely a first step in assessing the feasibility of an analog radio-over-copper
system hosting a radio signal between VDSL2 and G.fast.

3

Coexistence and Capacity

In our system analysis, we begin by placing the downlink band for the radio signal starting at 21 MHz. Assume the VDSL2 system uses a bandplan occupying
frequencies up to 17 MHz (e.g., the FDD bandplan 998ADE17 [8]). Appropriate signal separation through the diplexers pushes the out-of-band leakage from
VDSL2 right to the noise floor of the radio signal, and vice versa. The VDSL2
bandplan 998ADE17 shown in Fig. 2 ends with a downlink band in 12–17 MHz.
The diplexer filters separating the signals will work on similar power levels,
since both are either attenuated (on the RRH side) or un-attenuated (on the
RRU side). The alternative to start with the uplink for the radio signal results
in an unbalance of amplitudes, which requires substantially more attenuation
in the stop band of the filters.
The narrowest bandwidths used in a modern mobile communication system,
such as LTE [12], are 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz and 5 MHz, each having a built-in guard
band. Unfortunately, two of the 5 MHz bands do not fit into our intended
spectrum span from 21 MHz to 30 MHz and two 1.4 MHz bands yield a perhaps
less than impressive capacity. Thus we focus on fitting two of the 3 MHz bands.
This gives a single parameter to be optimized for the resulting capacity, namely
the starting frequency of the 3 MHz uplink band.
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(a) RRH side

(b) RRU side
Fig. 3: Mutual interference between uplink and downlink radio signals in the copper
cable.

3.1

Downlink

Fig. 3 depicts a schematic bandplan. The downlink signal is notably attenuated
after transmission over the copper cable (cf. blue spectrum in Fig. 3a). The
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sloped shape of the in-band downlink spectrum is due to the low-pass properties
of the cable where the attenuation grows with frequency. This sloped shape will
be corrected by an equalizer at the RRH, since the PSD of the transmit signal
at the antenna should be flat. At the RRH side of the copper line, the uplink
signal is un-attenuated and thus much stronger than the downlink signal. The
spectrum (red in Fig. 3a) is stronger and flat over the utilized band. However,
the out-of-band leakage, e.g., resulting from the insuﬃciently suppressed air
channel interference, into the downlink signal can be severe if the guard band
is not suﬃcient. After equalization of the downlink signal, the uplink spectrum
(red) leaking into the downlink region (blue) will act as in-band interference,
which is much stronger than the cable noise.
Let SNRd denote the downlink signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) defined as the
minimum ratio between the downlink signal PSD level and the out-of-band
leakage PSD level P from the uplink signal. The level P encountered in a
system depends strongly on implementation details. In a real system, P will
rather vary over frequency than remain constant over our band of interest.
However, from an analysis-perspective, a frequency-flat upper-bound leakage
level P is suﬃcient since higher SNR levels over parts of the downlink band
cannot be exploited by our analog relay scheme. In general, a larger gap-band
∆ between downlink and uplink yields a lower interference level P and thus
higher SNRd , since the out-of-band leakage of uplink is supposed to be fading
out. From an optimization perspective, it is thus rewarding to push the starting
frequency of the uplink band upwards in frequency.
We start evaluating the proposed scheme by calculating the peak bit rate
supported by the downlink radio link with a single antenna. We then calculate
the SNRd after transmission over the copper loop, while varying the loop length
and assuming diﬀerent levels of leakage between uplink and downlink signals.
The objective is to find the reach over which the system could be deployed,
given some implementation losses due to band placement. We utilize the BTCAD55 [13] cable model, since it is representative for copper cables deployed
in the field.
Assuming an allowed symbol error rate1 of 10−6 the SNR gap becomes
Γ ≈ 9 dB [14]. Then the bit rate supported by the copper channel in either
direction can be obtained by
(
)
Rb = B(1 − β) log2 1 + 10(SNR−Γ)/10
(1)
where B denotes the transmission bandwidth and β is the fraction of B reserved
for the built-in guard-bands, yielding the eﬀective bandwidth W = B(1 − β).
1 Note

that the symbol error rate is an upper bound for the bit error rate.
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Fig. 4: Bit rate supported by the copper channel for downlink radio signal over the
BT-CAD55 cable model, assuming a certain interference from uplink leakage.
[d]

A radio signal with 3 MHz bandwidth and Rb = 11 Mbps downlink peak bit
rate is used as a reference.
To enable radio transmission without performance degradation, Rb , the bit
[d]
rate supported by the copper channel should not be lower than Rb . Fig. 4
presents the relation between Rb at the far-end of the copper pair and the
uplink leakage PSD level P . Given diﬀerent loop lengths, the insertion loss for
the copper cable BT-CAD55 was calculated as in [13]. The background noise
on the copper pair limits the noise-plus-interference level inside the downlink
band to −140 dBm/Hz. Thus, the grey area in Fig. 4 represents the feasible
region for downlink radio transmission over the BT-CAD55 test-loop.

3.2

Uplink

At the RRU side of the copper cable the situation is mirrored as the uplink
band is attenuated and the downlink out-of-band leakage causes interference
(see Fig. 3b). The achievable rate Rb in uplink direction versus downlink leakage PSD is very similar to the results presented in Fig. 4. However, there is
one more eﬀect. The uplink signal will be more attenuated the further up in
frequency it is placed. Furthermore, the interference to and from G.fast services increases as the upper edge of the uplink band moves towards 30 MHz.
From an optimization perspective, there exists a trade-oﬀ between increased
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Fig. 5: Bit rates supported by the copper channel for uplink radio signal over the
BT-CAD55 model, assuming a certain gap-band ∆.

attenuation and larger gap-band.
Clearly, we would like to stay away from the future G.fast band starting at
30 MHz for the sake of both services, but we do not include any specific level
of interference in the derivation at this point. The G.fast out-of-band noise
decreases very sharply and would not have an impact on the results at least in
this direction.
Let △ denote the gap-band between uplink and downlink. Assume that at
the near-end of the copper cable, the baseband downlink radio signal is shifted
to the adequate copper frequencies, but does not go through any power amplifier, resulting in a sharply declining PSD at the band edges. The well behaved
downlink radio signal results in negligible out-of-band emissions. Typically, the
[u]
maximum uplink bit rate is Rb = 5 Mbps. Using this value as a reference and
varying △, we obtain the uplink feasible region shown in Fig. 5. Combining
the feasible regions in both directions, we observe that the system could be
deployed almost 500 meters away from the cabinet for the BT-CAD55 cable.

4

Band Placement with Fixed Filter Structure

In this section we evaluate the impact of band placement given a certain fixed
diplexer structure. For this case study, we use the spectra shown in Fig. 3.
Applying the same methodology as before, we vary △, cable length, transmit
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(a) Bit rates in both directions over 300 m copper pair.

(b) Aggregate bit rates.
Fig. 6: Supported bit rates for the radio signal over BT-CAD55 copper pair, when
the transmit PSD is −60 dBm/Hz.

PSD, and cable type while using the peak radio signalling bit rates as a lowerbound threshold for feasibility.
In Fig. 6a the available bit rates over the copper channel for downlink and
uplink directions are shown as a function of the gap-band ∆. We chose a
300 meters BT-CAD55 copper pair to obtain a representative attenuation level.
The downlink band is positioned at 21–24 MHz, while the uplink band moves
depending on ∆. For small ∆, the interference between the two bands can be
substantial. As ∆ grows, mutual interference fades and there is a frequency
point where the downlink band is not interfered anymore, or the interference
power level becomes lower than the background noise on the twisted pair.
Beyond this frequency point, the bit rate remains constant, e.g., in Fig. 6a
typically after ∆ = 0.95 MHz. For the uplink band, signal attenuation increases
for larger values of ∆, consequently causing a decrease in bit rates.
The aggregate bit rates are presented in Fig. 6b, assuming a transmit PSD of
−60 dBm/Hz in both directions. As expected, the aggregate bit rate peaks for
∆ = 0.95 MHz. At this point, mutual interference reaches the background noise
level, and the uplink band is located as close to downlink as possible. At the
optimal gap-band setting, the upper edge of uplink stops before 28 MHz, leaving
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(a) Relation between transmit PSD and optimal ∆.

(b) Aggregate bit rates when the optimal ∆ is applied.
Fig. 7: Influence of allowed transmit PSD on the band placement, assuming a fixed
filter structure in the RRH.

a comfortable gap between the proposed system and future G.fast services.
The maximum transmit power also aﬀects optimal gap-band setting, as
evidenced in Fig. 7a. For a fixed filter structure with a particular side-lobe
suppression capability, higher in-band transmit power implies increased outof-band leakage. Therefore, a wider gap-band is required. Lower transmit
power allows for shorter gap-bands, but the drop in receive SNR might not
justify that choice (see Fig. 7b). High transmit-power levels, however, may
cause undesirable leakage into neighboring systems on the same copper pair as
well as crosstalk.
The cable channel will not severely aﬀect the total SNR of the combined
copper and air channel as long as the available bit rate for the copper segment is
well above the peak rate for the air interface. Using this reasoning we evaluate
possible deployment distances. In this study case, besides BT-CAD55, we employ two other cables models, ETSI90 and ETSI32, representing high and low
quality cables, respectively. The results are collected in Fig. 8, where the aggregate bit rate is shown as a function of cable length, assuming ∆ = 0.95 MHz, a
transmit PSD of −60 dBm/Hz, and the same fixed filter structure for all cables.
For the BT-CAD55 cable, a length close to 500 meters approaches the air
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Fig. 8: Achievable aggregate bit rates over the copper channel using the optimal
gap-band setting, when the transmit PSD is −60 dBm/Hz.

interface peak rate. For the low quality cable the same limit is at about 360
meters while the high quality cable has a substantial margin even at 500 meters.
We conclude that it is possible to transmit analog radio signals for modern
communication systems over the telephony copper lines connecting the end
user in ranges of at least 350 meters. For medium quality cables this measure
is close to 500 meters and for high quality well above 500 meters.

5

Conclusion

Small cells seem to be the next solution to the ever growing capacity demand
in mobile networks, which is fuelled by the development of more and more sophisticated services and mobile terminals as well as a growing number of users.
Relaying the radio signal over the existing copper access network may provide
a valuable contribution to solving both the backhaul bottleneck and placing
small cells right where they are needed. We argue that a cabinet-based system
is realistic in terms of coexistence with wireline systems and we show that the
capacity it delivers is significant. The added capacity is suﬃcient to deliver
decent mobile services to most homes given a typical European topology of the
PSTN network. Peak capacity is limited by the copper fronthaul bandwidth
but average capacity per user is good as these residential small cell naturally
has few users.
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LTE over Copper – Potential and
Limitations

Abstract
The densification of mobile networks in order to meet increased capacity
demands is ongoing, needed and costly. A few papers have been published
based on the insight that the fixed broadband networks oﬀer a multitude of
sites, for instance our homes, for potential small cell deployment providing
backhaul capacity and power without site costs. However, in order to reach
economical large-scale benefits, we explore the case when radio systems are
deployed in coexistence with DSL. In this paper, we establish the feasibility
of such a concept under constraints invoked by state-of-the-art and emerging
systems (3GPP, VDSL2 and G.fast) and make statements about the required
architecture. We also point out that the enthusiasm of previously published
results should be lowered a notch.

Based on: Y. Huang, E. Medeiros, N. Fonseca, S. Höst, T. Magesacher, P.-E. Eriksson, C. Lu, P. Ödling, and P. O. Börjesson, “LTE over Copper – Potential and
Limitations,” in Proc. IEEE 26th Annual International Symposium on Personal,
Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), Hong Kong, China, September
c 2015 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
2015. ⃝
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Introduction

The explosive growth of connected smart devices forces operators to invest
constantly in improving the capacity of mobile radio networks. Currently,
the main approach for addressing the demands is to deploy closely spaced
macro base stations. With 4G deployments reaching maturity and the telecom
industry starting their research on candidate solutions for 5G, small cells are
promoted as an important enabler for higher capacity.
In the papers [1, 2] Gambini et al. proposed the reuse of copper lines for
the deployment of femtocells based on amplify-and-forward devices. In [3], Lu
et al. present a solution for increased indoor radio performance. Their system
benefits from transparent remote radio heads (RRHs) and shared baseband
processors to achieve full coordination between small cells and the macro layer,
eliminating the main drawback of femtocells.
In [4] we have evaluated the feasibility of co-deploying fronthaul for modern
radio access network together with traditional digital subscriber line (DSL)
services, reusing the cabinet infrastructure already in place. Our results suggest
that mobile networks with moderate capacity could be deployed over copper
without disturbing legacy fixed-access technologies.
In this paper we utilize the basic architecture described in [4] to deploy
LTE for small cells over residential unshielded copper loops. Our interest is to
investigate the implications of 3GPP compliance on an implementation that
down/up converts LTE signals to intermediate frequency (IF) over the copper
loops, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Based on the requirements we present design
guidelines for an RRH and estimates for how distant these systems could be
deployed from the street cabinet.

2

System Architecture

We consider a distributed base station architecture as described in [4] where
the cell processing is functionally split among three entities. Baseband processors perform digital signal processing on baseband LTE signals. In downlink
direction the baseband signals are up-converted to IF (labeled in Fig. 1) at a
remote radio unit (RRU) deployed in colocation with DSL equipment in street
cabinets. After IF conversion, the LTE signals are transmitted over a copper
pair (represented in Fig. 1) to an RRH, converted to the appropriate radio frequency (RF) and then sent to the user equipment (UE) over the air. In the
uplink direction, the radio signal received at the RRH is down-converted to
IF, transmitted to the RRU, and finally converted to baseband for receiver
processing.
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Fig. 1: Bandplan adopted in this paper. The LTE signal is placed between VDSL2
and G.fast systems for coexistence. The dashed lines represent the limit PSD masks
for the DSL systems. The frequencies between 17 MHz and 30 MHz are not used by
VDSL2 17 MHz profiles or G.fast.

To coexist with VDSL2 and G.fast systems, the target IF band is placed
between 21 MHz and 30 MHz, which restricts the available bandwidth for LTE
signals to be 3 MHz. The resulting bandplan is presented in Fig. 1, with the
downlink LTE band placed between 21 MHz and 24 MHz, a gap-band of ∆ =
0.95 MHz, and the uplink signal extending to 28 MHz. As reported in [4], for a
maximum transmit power spectrum density (PSD) of S = −60 dBm/Hz over
the copper pair, the proposed system can be deployed up to 500 meters away
from street cabinets.
In Fig. 2 we present a model for the RRH considered in this work. The
upper and the lower signal branches, which contain the processing elements for
the LTE downlink (DL) and the LTE uplink (UL) path, are connected to the
twisted pair via a hybrid coupler. On the opposite side they connect to an RF
front-end. The hybrid coupler used in the RRH is not perfect, exhibiting nonnegligible trans-hybrid loss [5], denoted as Lhybrid . The leakage from uplink to
downlink inside the RRH may cause in-band interference and/or out-of-band
noise that need to be dealt with in order to avoid performance degradation.
Invoking the requirements imposed by 3GPP regulations and a typical indoor propagation scenario, feasible quantities for the overall in-band amplification G and out-of-band rejection L at the RRH can be derived for uplink and
downlink, respectively. Here we perform a “black-box” study without suggest-
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RRH
From RRU
DL
DL

DL

{G[d] , L[d] }

Hybrid

Copper pair

To RRU

Lhybrid

Air

{G[u] , L[u] }
UL

UL
UL

Fig. 2: Model for the RRH. For each direction in-band gain and out-of-band rejection
are the parameters. Leakage from uplink to downlink due to an imperfect hybrid is
represented by the red dashed arrow.

ing a specific arrangement of amplifiers and filters. Superscripts [u] and [d] are
used to distinguish between uplink and downlink, respectively.
The choice of in-band gains depends on the required transmit power over
copper and air channels such that the necessary signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
achieved. In order to avoid mutual interference and also coexist with other
wireless systems that operate on adjacent channels, out-of-band rejections are
derived according to spectrum emission mask (SEM) and adjacent channel
selectivity (ACS) in uplink direction and required adjacent channel leakage
power ratio (ACLR) in downlink direction, respectively.

3
3.1

Uplink Path
In-band Signal Amplification G[u]

For the uplink direction, we start by estimating the receive power at the RRH
antenna. Here we employ the indoor transmission path-loss model [6], which assumes that base station and UE are located in the same building. We calculate
the air channel path-loss for a typical residential scenario as
Lair [dB] = 20 log10 fc + α log10 r + Lf − 28,

(1)
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for a carrier frequency fc [MHz], a propagation distance r [m] and an indoor
environment characterized by distance power loss coeﬃcient α and floor penetration loss factor Lf [dB]. The path-loss Lair increases with the distance r
between RRH antenna and UE.
eu = 7.5 Mbps. The
For a 3 MHz LTE signal, the uplink peak bit-rate is R
receive SNR at the RRU required to support the peak rate after copper transmission is
(
)
[u]
] [dB] = 10 log10 2(Reu /Bc )−1 +Γ,
SNR
(2)
where Bc = 2.7 MHz is the transmission bandwidth configuration [7] and Γ =
9 dB is reserved to cover implementation losses. Since the maximum output
power of the UE is 23 dBm [8], the maximum receive power at the RRH antenna
[u]
connector is given by Prx,ant [dBm] = 23 − Lair . Considering thermal noise
as the only noise source for the air channel transmission, we can derive the
[u]
receive SNR at the RRH antenna connector for a certain Lair , denoted SNRair .
In this work, we assume that the uplink noise figure in the RRH is 0 dB. The
[u]
uplink SNR before copper transmission then stays the same as SNRair . To
[u]
] to the RRU, the related SNR required for copper transmission
deliver SNR
is calculated in linear scale as
[u]

[u]

SNRCu =

[u] ]
SNRair · SNR

[u]

]
SNRair − SNR
[u]

.

(3)

For a given cable type, the channel attenuation LCu is a monotonically increasing function with respect to both frequency f and cable length d. Let F [u]
denote the IFs occupied by each uplink LTE subcarrier as shown in Fig. 1. To
derive the in-band SNR, we use the sub-carrier that experiences the worst case
attenuation as a reference. Given the cable noise PSD of N = −150 dBm/Hz
and using Eq. (3) in dB-scale, the uplink transmit power over the copper should
be
[u]
[u]
Ptx,Cu [dBm] ≥ SNRCu + (N + 10 log10 B) + max LCu (f, d).
(4)
f ∈F[u]

Assuming a maximum transmit PSD over the copper as Smax = −60 dBm/Hz,
one can also estimate the preliminary maximum distance over which such RRH
[u]
could be deployed from the cabinet for (Ptx,Cu − log10 B) ≤ Smax .
The necessary amplification in uplink direction can then be calculated as
[u]

[u]

G[u] [dB] = Ptx,Cu − Prx,ant .

(5)

Equivalently, the maximum deployable cable length d fulfilling Eq. (4) can be
estimated given a certain available G[u] .
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Fig. 3: The three solid curves represent the relationship between deployment distance
and the tolerable path-loss in the air for a fixed G[u] . The red dashed line represents
the initial maximum acceptable path-loss for the LTE uplink peak bit-rate. The
∆Lair increases with cable length as exemplified by the arrow around 400 meters.

In Fig. 3 we present the relationship between maximum cable length d (distance between cabinet and RRH deployment site) and the maximum path-loss
that the system can endure while still providing the LTE uplink peak bitrate. For our target deployment scenario, an indoor residential environment at
1.8 GHz, typical values for α and Lf in Eq. (1) are 28 and 10 dB respectively.
Notice that to deploy long cables there will be a decrease in the maximum
acceptable path-loss corresponding to the gaps between solid lines and the red
dashed line in Fig. 3. We refer to this gap as ∆Lair . The ∆Lair varies for the
same deployed cable length with diﬀerent G[u] available. The cable attenuation used to obtain these curves is calculated using the BT-CAD55 model,
commonly employed to estimate capacity in DSL system design [9].

3.2

Out-of-band Rejection L[u]

As sketched in the signal flow depicted in Fig. 2, after air channel transmission,
the received signal at the RRH may contain, besides the signal of interest, out[u]
of-band components OOBant at the antenna connector. Passing through the
amplifying element(s) at the RRH, those out-of-band components experience
the same gain as the in-band uplink signal. Although this causes no trouble for
the uplink transmission in itself, the out-of-band noise may lower the quality
of the downlink signal due to the hybrid leakage. With less than 3 MHz gapband between downlink and uplink in the copper channel, any neighboring
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interference captured by the RRH antenna will leak via the hybrid coupler and
overlap with the signal in the downlink processing path.
To guarantee the quality of the in-band signal transmission in downlink
direction, the error vector magnitude (EVM) of transmitted signals should be
lower than the limits listed in Table 6.5.2-1 in [7]. EVM is defined as
√
1 ∥y − x∥22
EVM =
· 100%,
K
P0
where x and y denote the constellation symbols at the RRU and RRH antenna connector respectively, K is the number of involved symbols, and P0
is the average power of the modulation scheme used. This quantity can also
be translated to an in-band SNR requirement in the downlink direction given
[d]
[d]
] ≈ 1/EVM2 . Accordingly, the minimum SNR
] is around 15.14 dB
by SNR
for QPSK, 18.06 dB for 16-QAM, and 21.98 dB for 64-QAM. These parame[d]
] = 21.98 dB should be
ters suggest that a general minimum value of SNR
guaranteed.
Since it is diﬃcult to mitigate the resulting in-band interference in the
downlink path, we should suppress out-of-band emission already in the uplink
processing to a level such that the downlink EVM requirement is not violated.
Considering the trans-hybrid attenuation Lhybrid , the permissible uplink outof-band emission at the copper connecting port is
[d]

[u]
[d]
]
OOBCu [dBm] = Prx,Cu − SNR

+ Lhybrid .

(6)

[d]

Here Prx,Cu is the signal power reaching the RRH after transmission over the
copper channel, i.e.,
[d]

Prx,Cu [dBm] = S − max LCu (f ) + log10 B.

(7)

f ∈F [d]

Eq. (6) implies a rejection requirement at the RRH given by
[u]

^
L[u] [dB] = Ptx,Cu − SINR
[u]

[u]

[u]

− OOBCu ,

(8)

^ is the power ratio between the uplink in-band signal and the
where SINR
maximum out-of-band component that overlaps with the downlink in-band
signal.
To properly illustrate the influence of specific 3GPP requirements for the
uplink out-of-band rejection we diﬀerentiate between two situations:
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Fig. 4: Leakage of uplink out-of-band emissions into the downlink signal. The red
solid curve represents the received uplink signal after amplification at the RRH. The
dashed curve represents the leakage PSD if no filtering is performed. The green solid
curve represents the acceptable noise floor for downlink peak bit-rates. Calculated
for 300 meters of BT-CAD55.

RRH Without An Alien System Nearby
3GPP imposes SEM and spurious emission limits for the UE transmitter [8],
which restrict the out-of-band spectral emissions. Assuming that a UE transmits at the worst case PSD mask according to those requirements, the signal
received at the RRH after amplification is represented by the red solid curve in
Fig. 4. If no filtering is performed, the uplink signal of interest plus its out-ofband components leak via the hybrid resulting in in-band interference to the
downlink signal. Since the gap-band reserved between uplink and downlink
over copper transmission is small, the leakage imposes a requirement on L[u]
as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4.
RRH With An Alien System Nearby
3GPP also defines an ACS [7] metric in the uplink to coexist with other systems
that operate in adjacent channels. It forces the base station receiver to be able
to cope with high levels of interference from neighboring channels, which are
within the receiver’s operating band. This happens for example when a nearby
terminal transmits with very high power to reach a distant macro-cell outside
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^ [u]
SINR

Lhybrid

{
B = 3 MHz

UL

[d]

]
⇡ SNR

[d]
Prx,Cu

L[u]

[u]
Ptx,Cu

Peintf

[dBm]

DL

Fc,interf

Fc,UL

Frequency

Fig. 5: ACS requirement implications. A neighboring uplink transmission, represented as tall red rectangle must be suppressed to the solid red box in order to avoid
drowning the downlink band. The uplink interference is captured at the RRH antenna
and may overwhelm the downlink signal via the hybrid if no filtering is performed.

the building (i.e., from another operator). The requirement suggests that an
interference with a mean power of Peintf = 28 dBm should be supported. When
the interference from a nearby system is received and amplified it may impact
downlink transmission as depicted in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 6 we present the relationship between the required out-of-band rejection L[u] and cable length d, with and without alien interference in adjacent channels, for a certain acceptable ∆Lair , assuming a trans-hybrid loss of
Lhybrid = 25 dB [10]. In Fig. 6a, we consider the situation when the highest
out-of-band emission below the SEM happens to partially overlap with the
downlink in-band signal. Fig. 6b estimates the required L[u] in presence of the
worst alien interference that ACS suggests.

4

Downlink Path

For the downlink branch, the EVM requirement described in Section 3.2 also
limits the preliminary maximum deployment distance of the proposed system.
Given a fixed transmit PSD from the RRU as S = −60 dBm/Hz and a background noise PSD of −150 dBm/Hz, the received SNR at the RRH decreases
when using longer cables. At the largest deployment distance, the cable should
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(a) Without alien system (SINR

[u]
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[d]

]
= 16 dB, SNR

[d]

]
(b) With alien system (Peintf = 28 dBm, SNR

= 21.98 dB)

= 15.14 dB)

Fig. 6: Required uplink out-of-band rejection L[u] for diﬀerent cable lengths. Each
solid curve is calculated for an acceptable ∆Lair . The red curve is interrupted when
the maximum transmit PSD is reached.
[d]

] = 21.98 dB to the RRH in the downlink direction.
deliver SNR
For a home base station with a single antenna, 3GPP stipulates a maxi[d]
mum transmit power Petx,ant = 20 dBm [7], which requires an in-band signal
amplification of
[d]
[d]
G[d] [dB] = Petx,ant − Prx,Cu ,
(9)
[d]

where Prx,Cu is the received power in downlink after copper transmission as
calculated in Eq.(7).
Also in [7], 3GPP establishes that base stations should suppress adjacent
channel signal leakage before passing the signal to the antenna. This requirement, known as ACLR, asks for either an adjacent channel leakage power of
−50 dBm/MHz or a 45 dB attenuation compared to the in-band signal power.
The less stringent number of the two is considered the limit. For our proposed
RRH, the ACLR requirement leads to a total leakage power limit over the
[d]
] ant = −25 dBm.
neighboring channel of around OOB
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Fig. 7: PSDs of 300 meters BT-CAD55 model in the downlink branch, after the
hybrid coupler and before filtering. The signal of interest is the left lobe. The band to
the right is the upstream signal coupled through the hybrid and should be suppressed
to the ACLR level given in yellow.

If the uplink signal leaks into downlink transmission via the hybrid coupler,
a big portion of the leakage can be transmitted to the antenna, disrupting
neighboring bands. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 7, assuming the
uplink out-of-band interference has been in good control. The eﬀective leaked
power from the uplink signal can be calculated as
[d]

[u]

OOBCu [dBm] = Ptx,Cu − Lhybrid ,
To fulfil the ACLR requirement, the downlink out-of-band rejection must be
[d]

] ant ,
L[d] [dB] = OOBCu + G[d] − OOB
[d]

(10)

assuming that out-of-band interference at adjacent channels experiences the
same amplification as the in-band signal.
As indicated in Eq. (7), the cable attenuation determines the amount of
power received at the RRH. To obtain a flat transmit PSD at the antenna
[d]
connector, each value of Prx,Cu leads to a required G[d] . This is illustrated in
Fig. 8a for diﬀerent cable lengths. Also, the uplink signal is amplified before the
hybrid, which in turn causes the increase of undesirable leakage through the
hybrid. In order to fulfil the ACLR requirement, we must obey the downlink
out-of-band rejection requirements depicted in Fig. 8b.
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(a) On G[d]

(b) On L[d]
Fig. 8: Influence of cable attenuation on RRH design parameters for downlink direction.

5

Design Implications

By jointly considering the discussed 3GPP requirements and using the described methodology, one can obtain the desired values for total in-band gain
and out-of-band rejection required at the RRH. As an example, we list three
diﬀerent designs in Table 1. The bold numbers in each row represent target
values, which are prioritized and kept fixed.
For the first row, the acceptable ∆Lair is set to 0. This results in a deployment distance of around 350 meters, but very high G[u] and L[u] . If alien
systems are not a concern, the values in parenthesis should be considered for
L[u] . In the second row, we are aiming for a deployment distance of 400 meters
with an acceptable ∆Lair of 5 dB. The requirements for L[u] , G[u] and L[d] are
relaxed due to the permissible ∆Lair , but the value for G[d] increases because of
the increased cable length. In the last row, we start by fixing reasonable values
for filtering and amplifying components, which limit the deployment reach to
around 310 meters without increasing ∆Lair significantly.
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Table 1: Parameter values for diﬀerent design objectives

6

∆Lair [dB]

L[u] [dB]

G[u] [dB]

L[d] [dB]

G[d] [dB]

d [m]

0
5
5

98.30 (24.14)
79.62 (10.46)
60

80
74
65

63.16
49.48
60

58.45
63.76
65

350
400
310

Conclusion

Although our results in [4] suggest that modern OFDM-based radio systems
could be deployed over copper up to 500 m, once 3GPP requirements are taken
into consideration we observe absurdly stringent filtering and amplifying demands in Fig. 3, 6b and 8a, and also limited deployment distance if we do not
compromise on radio reach. For as small a gap-band as assumed here, fulfilling
3GPP requirements practically prohibits fully analog implementations, such as
the one presented in [1] and [4]. However, with digital filtering in the RRH and
reasonable small cell assumptions, we conclude that LTE over copper lines is a
technically viable concept. A myriad of small cells could be added to the mobile
networks using the existing fixed infrastructure as a base without oﬀending the
technical foundations of currents standards and regulations.
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Time-Domain Precoding for
LTE-over-Copper Systems

Abstract
Crosstalk cancellation is a crucial issue for traditional digital subscriber
line systems. For LTE-over-copper systems, however, the need for crosstalk
cancellation varies depending on the analog fronthauling architecture and its
parameters. A crosstalk handler that is decoupled as much as possible from
the rest of the system architecture is thus preferred. Therefore, we propose a
time-domain precoding scheme specifically in downstream direction to separate
the precoding unit from the LTE signal flow, and perform crosstalk cancellation in an on-demand manner. Estimation of all direct and crosstalk paths
is assisted by LTE cell-specific reference signals. The time-domain precoder
transforms the interference channel into a crosstalk-free channel with identical
direct paths, which allows for low-complexity inter-symbol interference mitigation. We evaluate the concept in terms of signal-to-noise ratio provided for
LTE signals using measured wireline channel data.

Based on: Y. Huang, E. Medeiros, T. Magesacher, S. Höst, C. Lu, P.-E. Eriksson,
P. Ödling, and P. O. Börjesson, “Time-Domain Precoding for LTE-over-Copper
Systems,” submitted to 2016 IEEE International Conference on Communications
(ICC), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Introduction

Small cells are promoted as an important enabler for high capacity indoor
radio. However, fronthauling and backhauling that connect small cells to the
core network turn out to be challenging due to the deploying locations and
set-up cost per user. Reusing fixed broadband networks in this regard can be
an economic solution to achieve the small cell densification.
In [1], a femto-wireless-over-cable architecture is proposed to reuse cable
infrastructure for femtocell deployment. It cascades cable and air channels
together to implement compound MIMO processing, which requires mobile endusers to be aware of the cable related architecture. In [2], the macro network
extension and densification are combined together with specific indoor small
cell solutions that use fronthauling over structured LAN cables. In our previous
work [3, 4], the coexistence of LTE analog fronthaul and digital subscriber line
(DSL) systems is investigated considering a longer deploying distance—up to
300 meters from the street cabinet to the customer premises, with existing
telephone wires.
A challenge of using the existing unshielded copper-based infrastructure
is the crosstalk from the neighboring pairs due to electromagnetic coupling
(as illustrated in Fig. 1). To make the infrastructure between remote radio
unit (RRU) and remote radio head (RRH) transparent to mobile end-users,
crosstalk cancellation should be employed if the interference is noticeable. In
the prevailing DSL systems such as VDSL2 [5], vectoring [6] is implemented to
mitigate crosstalk. It applies precoding in downstream and joint equalizing in
upstream, where the channel estimation and crosstalk cancellation techniques
are typically implemented in frequency-domain.

Cabinet
(RRU)

•

RRH

•RRH•

Ai
rc
ha
nn
el

Copper channel:
Attenuation,
Crosstalk and Noise

Fig. 1: LoC systematic sketch in the downstream direction.
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Compared to the air channel, the copper-pair channel is more stable in time
and has much higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Crosstalk which was harmful
to DSL signals may not be that detrimental to LTE signals, as the latter are
designed to cope with more severe situations in the air channel. Depending on
the cable quality, the frequency band used over copper, and also the processing
components inside the RRH, the need for crosstalk cancellation in LTE-overcopper (LoC) systems varies. The crosstalk cancellation unit should be more
flexible in the sense that it can be easily turned oﬀ/on without noticeably interrupting the original LTE signal flow. Moreover, the generated LTE signal from
the RRU is typically a time-domain signal, and thus implementing crosstalk
cancellation also in time-domain is an appealing solution.
In [7], a time-domain precoding method is proposed for DSL systems based
on fractionally-spaced filtering. It performs SNR-based coupling estimation
and parameter-based multi-filter updating. Since it concerns a scenario with
several DSL access multiplexers (DSLAMs), the algorithm complexity becomes
unnecessarily high for our case.
In this work, we focus on precoding in downstream direction to cancel out
far-end crosstalk (FEXT) for LoC systems. The proposed precoding unit operates in parallel to the original LTE signal flow as interpreted in Section 2.
A channel impulse response (CIR) estimation method for all direct and FEXT
paths is proposed in Section 3 by taking advantage of LTE cell-specific reference
signals (CRSs). Time-domain precoding for crosstalk cancellation and intersymbol interference (ISI) mitigation is presented and analyzed in Section 4.

2

Precoding Architecture

At the RRU-side, signals are loaded on copper pairs with adequate transmit power for distant copper transmission. We consider a transmit power
spectrum density (PSD) of Ptx = −60 dBm/Hz and a background noise of
Nbg = −140 dBm/Hz, which results in an initial transmit SNRinit = 80 dB.
At the antenna connector of the RRH (i.e., the right-hand-side of the RRH
in Fig. 1), a minimum error vector magnitude (EVM) requirement for LTE
signals should be achieved as defined in [8] and also discussed in [4]. Translating into SNR values, it demands around SNRtarget = 15.14 dB for QPSK,
SNRtarget = 18.06 dB for 16-QAM, and SNRtarget = 21.98 dB for 64-QAM.
From 80 dB on one end to around 20 dB on the other end, a large SNR margin
is available for the copper transmission and the implementation of the RRH.
If the FEXT over copper pairs can be covered by this SNR margin, no
extra eﬀort for crosstalk cancellation is needed. Otherwise, a precoder should
be involved at the RRU-side. The tolerable FEXT magnitude depends on,
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Fig. 2: Tolerable FEXT magnitude per copper pair for diﬀerent system scenarios. SNRtarget = 18.06 dB for 16-QAM is used as an example. A transmit PSD
of −60 dBm/Hz and background noise of −140 dBm/Hz are assumed for the copper
channel.

among other factors, the cable type, the frequency band where LTE signals
are loaded, and the SNR-impacting components within the RRH. While the
cable type and applied frequency determine the insertion loss of direct paths
(denoted by Cdir ), the components inside RRH yield an overall noise figure
value (denoted by NF ). Consider that K RRHs share the same cable binder.
To reach a certain SNRtarget for the EVM requirement, the average tolerable
FEXT magnitude Cfext from each involved pair can be estimated as
(
)
1
Cdir
1
Cfext /pair =
−
,
(1)
K − 1 SNRtarget · NF
SNRinit
by counting every variable in linear scale. Fig. 2 illustrates how diﬀerent variables in Eq. (1) aﬀect the upper limit of the tolerable FEXT. For example for
K = 4, if the RRH generates NF = 0 dB and the direct channel insertion
loss is around −25 dB, no precoding is needed as long as the average FEXT
from neighboring pairs is below −50 dB. The upper limit per pair reduces for a
larger group size (e.g., K = 8), which is equivalent to having more interfering
sources. A noisier RRH environment with higher NF value also lowers the
tolerable FEXT level as the SNR margin left for copper transmission shrinks.
Since the RRU delivers LTE signals in time-domain, we propose a timedomain precoding scheme for LoC systems as illustrated in Fig. 3. Pre-
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Fig. 3: Time-domain precoding architecture for LoC systems. The precoding unit
can be easily turned oﬀ/on by de-/activating additive time-domain signals without
any processing block located in the LTE path.

compensated signals are generated by the precoder and added directly to LTE
signals when crosstalk cancellation is favorable. Because the precoding unit
is parallel to the signal path, it can be easily turned oﬀ/on based on demand
without unnecessarily interrupting the original LTE signal flow.

3

Time-Domain Channel Estimation

When precoding for crosstalk cancellation is necessary, we first need to acquire
prior knowledge of CIRs for all direct and FEXT paths. In this work, we
propose an error-based CIR estimation assisted by CRSs [9] of the carried LTE
signal.

3.1

LTE Cell-Specific Reference Signal (CRS) Alignment

The smallest LTE frame structure unit is the Resource Element (RE). It represents one OFDM symbol in time on one sub-carrier in frequency (see the
small squares in Fig. 4). Along the time axis, 7 OFDM symbols with normal
customer premise (CP) compose one slot, 2 slots compose one subframe, and
10 subframes compose one frame. A two-dimensional grid containing 1 slot
in time-domain and 12 consecutive sub-carriers in frequency-domain is termed
Resource Block (RB). A 3 MHz LTE signal, for example, has Nrb = 15 RBs
corresponding to 180 sub-carriers in frequency-domain.
In each slot there are 2 CRS-containing OFDM symbols, numbered 0 and
4 on the left-hand-side of Fig. 4. For symbol-0, there is one reference symbol
(black square in Fig. 4) on every 6 sub-carriers. On symbol-4, the referencesymbol positions shift by 3 sub-carriers. The following slots use the same
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Fig. 4: Illustration of CRS-aided channel estimation. Each small square represents
one RE. Each black square represents one reference symbol.

CRS mapping scheme, which forms a diamond mapping pattern to monitor
more channel variations in frequency-domain. When applied to estimating the
copper channel which is essentially time-invariant, this kind of mapping pattern
approximates to having one pilot on every 3 sub-carriers.
There are 504 diﬀerent CRS sequences defined for LTE, where each sequence
cell
corresponds to one of 504 diﬀerent physical-layer cell identities. Let NID
decell
note a certain cell identity. A cell-specific frequency shift of [NID mod 6]
is applied to determine the reference-symbol positioning on the sub-carriers.
Equivalently, there are only 6 possible mapping patterns that jointly cover all
504 diﬀerent cell identities.
Accordingly, the baseband unit can control the CRS positioning by assigning a specific cell identity to each RRH/cell. In turn, we are essentially
informed of the reference symbols and their mapping pattern contained in the
coming LTE signal by knowing its cell identity. For an RRH group sharing the
same cable binder, we can make their CRS mapping identical (as illustrated on
the right-hand-side of Fig. 4) by assigning their cell identity to be an integer
multiple of 6 apart [10]. For example, let cell identities to be [2, 8, 14, 26] for
K = 4.
Note that small cells supported by the LoC system have low output power
and are deployed in environments with high path-loss (e.g., due to walls).
Therefore the above reference signal alignment will not diminish pilot eﬀec-
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Fig. 5: Energy-based time-domain CIR truncation. tstop marks the time stamp for
the maximum channel spread that contains 99% CIR power among the 16 (for K = 4)
paths.

tiveness due to neighboring cell interference in the air.

3.2

Estimation of Copper Channel Impulse Responses
(CIRs)

Assume that the side information of cell identity is available. Consider the
case where LTE signals transmitting on a group of K pairs share the same
CRS mapping structure. Let FN denote an N × N discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) matrix and FL is the first L columns of FN , where N and L denote the
DFT size and the CIR length, respectively.
The implication above that L < N is generally valid in our work. To
demonstrate this, we use measured frequency-domain data to simulate direct
and FEXT couplings of a 30-pair, 300-meter, 0.5 mm cable [11] with 15 kHz
sub-carrier spacing (same as LTE signals). K = 4 pairs are randomly picked
from the same binder. We choose the band between 21 MHz and 24 MHz (as
suggested in [3]), which can fit a 3 MHz LTE signal, as an example. Transforming all K 2 measured paths into time-domain with N = 256, Fig. 5 shows that
L = 15 is the maximum time-domain tap number containing 99% CIR power.
We consider a channel spread of L = 15 for all K 2 paths in this work.
The channel path from transmitter i to the j-th RRH can be represented
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by
Hj,i = FL hj,i ,
]
[ 1
rM
r1
N T
, . . . , Hj,i
(including zero-padding if
, . . . , Hj,i
where Hj,i = Hj,i , . . . , Hj,i
the number of sub-carriers is smaller than the DFT size N ) denotes the
T
frequency-domain channel representation and hj,i = [hj,i (0), . . . , hj,i (L − 1)]
denotes the time-domain CIR, respectively. Within one CRS-containing OFDM
symbol as exemplified in Fig. 4, let Xi = [Xir1 , . . . , XirM ]T denote the reference
symbols transmitted on pair i, where M is the number of reference symbols
in one OFDM symbol, and R = [r1 , . . . , rM ]T denotes the set of sub-carrier
indices which are loaded with reference symbols. For a group of K RRHs/cells,
transmission over copper pairs on a reference-symbol sub-carrier ri can be
modelled as
 ri   ri
ri   ri 
H1,1 · · · H1,K
Y1
X1
 ..   ..


.
.
..
..   ... 
 . = .
+N
YKri
| {z
}
Y ri

ri
HK,1

ri
· · · HK,K



FLri h1,1

..
=
.
FLri hK,1

···
..
.
···

= [IK ⊗ X1ri FLri
|

ri
XK

  ri 
FLri h1,K
X1
  .. 
..
 .  + N
.
FLri hK,K

ri
XK



h1,1
 .. 
 . 


ri ri 
· · · IK ⊗ XK FL ]  hK,1 
+N,
{z
} . 

.
ri


.
A
hK,K
| {z }
h

(2)

where FLri denotes the ri -th row of FL , N denotes the background noise, IK
denotes a K × K identity matrix, ⊗ denotes Kronecker product, and Yri
denotes the receive signal on subcarrier ri at the RRH-side.
Observe in Eq. (2) that the unknown vector h is frequency independent,
which connects the reference-symbol related matrix Ari to the receive signal
Yri on each reference-symbol sub-carrier ri . Stacking and interleaving all the
information collected from the M reference-symbol sub-carriers yield
[ T
]
[
]
T T
Y1 · · · YK
(3)
= A1 · · · AK h + N,
{z
}
|
{z
} |
y
A
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where Yi = [Yir1 , . . . , YirM ] and



Xir1 FLr1


..
Ai = IK ⊗ 
.
.
XirM FLrM
To make the rank of A in Eq. (3) equal the dimension of its column space
and also to average out the noise influence, we extend y and A vertically by
stacking more Yi and Ai from the following CRS-containing OFDM symbols
in Eq. (3). The K 2 CIRs, which are stacked in one column vector h can be
estimated by
(
)
b = AH A −1 AH y.
h
(4)
Since the CRS related matrix A in Eq. (4) can be directly generated from the
corresponding cell identity and y is fed back from RRHs, the whole estimation
process can be accomplished without interrupting the LTE signal flow.

4

Time-Domain Precoding

The proposed time-domain precoder includes two functional parts: crosstalk
cancellation and ISI mitigation.

4.1

Crosstalk Cancellation

With h estimated in Eq. (4), we can reconstruct it into the direct-and-FEXTpath format as


b 1,1 · · · h
b 1,K
h

..  ,
..
H =  ...
.
. 
b K,1 · · · h
b K,K
h
where each entry hj,i denotes a length-L time-domain impulse response from
the i-th transmitter to the j-th receiver.
Similar to the normal two-dimensional matrix case, it is shown in [12] that
the following relation exists for H:
H ∗ adj(H) = det(H) ∗ I,

(5)

where ∗ denotes the convolutional operator and I is a diagonal matrix with
each diagonal entry being a Dirac delta function δ. Similar to the Leibniz
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formula for the determinant of a two-dimensional matrix, det(H) in Eq. (5) is
defined by
det(H) =

∑
σ∈SK

K

sgn(σ)

∗
∏

hi,σi ,

i=1

∗
∏

where
denotes a series of convolution instead of multiplication, σ is one
permutation vector out of the permutation group SK , and sgn(·) is the sign
function of the permutation vector σ. The permutation group SK contains all
possible permutations based on vector [1, . . . , K]. Each entry of the adjoint
matrix is defined accordingly as
(
)
[adj(H)]i,j = (−1)i+j det H(j,i) ,
(6)
where H(j,i) denotes the (j, i) minor of H that deletes j-th row and i-th column
from H.
Assign the time-domain diagonalizing precoder to be PD = adj(H). Disregarding the transmit power limitation for now, the receive signal in time-domain
becomes
Y = H ∗ PD ∗ X + N
= det(H) ∗ I ∗ X + N ,

(7)

T

where X = [x1 , . . . , xK ] , and xi denotes the time-domain LTE signal transT
mitted on pair i. The receive signal Y = [y1 , . . . , yK ] and background noise
N are defined similarly.
Note that det(H) in Eq. (7) is one CIR with length KL − (K − 1). The
term det(H) ∗ I implies that the eﬀective channel after precoding has identical
CIR on every direct path, while FEXT is zeroed out. The PD implemented
to generate results in Fig. 6 is constructed based on the estimated CIRs using
Eq. (4) with 10 slots of CRS. It is observed that the eﬀective direct CIRs (see
black circle-marked lines in Fig. 6) fall into the same pattern and the FEXT
paths (blue square-marked lines) are eﬀectively suppressed to much lower power
levels compared to the original FEXT paths (red triangle-marked lines).

4.2

Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) Mitigation

One outcome of the precoding scheme in Section 4.1 is that the direct channel
spread is extended from L to KL−(K −1) (also shown in Fig. 6 when comparing
the yellow diamond-marked lines to the black circle-marked lines). The short
version of LTE CP duration is 4.6875 µs, whereas 90% of indoor delay spread
is below 500 ns (see Table 5 in [13]). It implies that at least 85% of the LTE
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Fig. 6: Equivalent CIRs before and after preforming the time-domain diagonalizing
precoding. Matrix entries with i = j indicate direct paths, while entries with i ̸= j
indicate FEXT paths.

CP length can be consumed by transmitting over copper pairs. If the eﬀective
copper channel spread after applying PD is longer than this CP portion, it
is worthwhile introducing further spread confining filter(s) in the precoder to
mitigate ISI.
As the time-domain channel representation is a finite impulse response
(FIR), full equalization aiming for a Dirac delta function will require an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. In practice, we compromise by only confining the direct channel spread to be shorter than the reserved CP length for
copper transmission. In [14], an optimal shortening filter is proposed which
maximizes the shortening SNR (SSNR). Since all K direct paths are the same
after applying PD , it is suﬃcient to design a single shortening filter.
Let w denote the impulse response shortening filter (IRSF) with a desired
length LIRSF . Let Hconv denote the convolutional matrix of det(H) and let hprec
denote the eﬀective direct CIR after implementing the time-domain precoding,
i.e.,
hprec = det(H) ∗ w = Hconv w.
With a certain amount of delay ∆ considered and a shortened CIR length of
Ltarget targeted, the objective part of hprec that has eﬀective CIR values is
given by
heﬀ = Zeﬀ hprec = Heﬀ w,
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Table 1: Maximum SSNR shortening impulse response filter
Ltarget >= LIRSF
EigenB = QΣQH
decomp.
√

−1

√ H
C( B )−1

Ltarget < LIRSF
[
[
] Σ
B= U V
0

0
0

][

UH
VH

(ΛH − ΛH OH )C(Λ − OΛ)
H
−1 H
for O = V(V
V C,
√ CV)
−1
and Λ = U( Σ) .

D

( B)

qmin

Eigenvector of the minimum eigenvalue λmin of D.

wopt

√
( B)−1 qmin

where Heﬀ = Zeﬀ Hconv and
[
Zeﬀ = 0Ltarget ×(∆−1)

]

(I − O)Λqmin

ILtarget

0Ltarget ×(KL−K+Ltarget −∆)

]

is a matrix that picks the rows T = [∆, . . . , ∆+Ltarget −1] from a matrix/vector.
Similarly, the rest of hprec is denoted by
hrest = Zrest hprec = Hrest w,
where Hrest = Zrest Hconv and Zrest picks the rows [1, . . . , KL − K + Ltarget −
1]\T from a matrix/vector. Accordingly, the energy in-and-outside the chunk
of interest is formulated respectively as
H
H H
hH
eﬀ heﬀ = w Heﬀ Heﬀ w = w Bw,
H H
H
hH
rest hrest = w Hrest Hrest w = w Cw,
H
where B = HH
eﬀ Heﬀ and C = Hrest Hrest . Implementing eigen-decomposition
as in [14] and summarized in Table 1, the optimal IRSF that maximizes the
SSNR is given by

wopt = max [SSNR]
w
[
( H
)]
w Bw
= max 10 log10
.
w
wH Cw

(8)

The length relation between Ltarget and LIRSF diﬀerentiated in Table 1 determines the singularity of matrix B.
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(a) Time-domain channel representation.

(b) Frequency-domain channel representation.
Fig. 7: Direct channel impulse response shortening (IRS) for Ltarget = 15, considering channel measurements between 21 MHz and 24 MHz.

Fig. 7 reveals that there is a trade-oﬀ between the time-domain shortening
eﬀectiveness and the frequency-domain eﬀective channel gain. A longer shortening filter (e.g., LIRSF = 30, yellow diamond-marked line in Fig. 7a) suppresses
the channel spread outside Ltarget to a much lower level compared to a shorter
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filter (e.g., LIRSF = 10, blue star-marked line). The counterparts in frequencydomain in Fig. 7b show that the eﬀective channel using a shorter filter (e.g.,
LIRSF = 10) has a higher channel gain over the 3 MHz bandwidth compared to
that of a longer filter (e.g., LIRSF = 30). Since the time-domain spread aﬀects
the ISI and the frequency-domain eﬀective channel gain aﬀects the receive signal power, using a longer LIRSF does not necessarily result in a higher receive
SNR. The eﬀect of this trade-oﬀ is illustrated in terms of SNR in the next
subsection.
In summary, the time-domain precoder is formulated as
P = µ · adj(H) ∗ w′ ,

(9)

where adj(H) diagonalizes the interference channel as defined in Eq. (6). w′ =
wopt is the filter given by Eq. (8) if the direct CIR shortening is needed; otherwise w′ = δ. The power normalization factor µ that constrains the transmit
power is defined as
µ=
max
i∈[1,...,K]

4.3

∑K
j=1

1
[adj(H) ∗ w′ ]i,j

.
2

Precoding Simulation Results

In Fig. 8, the average receive SNR is calculated over a 3 MHz band. The carrier
frequency of each band is shifted from 22.5 MHz (referring to a band 21 MHz–
24 MHz) to 58.5 MHz (referring to a band 57 MHz–60 MHz) to study the impact
of diﬀerent channel characteristics. A flat transmit PSD of −60 dBm/Hz is
applied and a copper channel background noise of −140 dBm/Hz is assumed.
The data symbols are 16-QAM modulated as an example.
The single line performance is calculated as a reference using only the directpath measurements. No crosstalk and transmit power constraint is considered.
It can be viewed as an ideal situation after precoding. For the single line and
the crosstalk corrupted performances in Fig. 8, average and worst situations are
presented respectively. For the other lines that have the time-domain crosstalk
cancellation (as in Section 4.1) implemented, the receive SNR for one RRH
is presented since we show in Fig. 6 that the crosstalk has been eﬀectively
suppressed and the direct paths are identical.
Whether or not the shortening filter should be added is also implementation
dependent. If the SNR result without IRS (e.g., black circle-marked line in
Fig. 8) is already acceptable, there is no need to add the shortening filter which
changes the shape of frequency-domain equivalent channel as shown in Fig. 7b
and may increase the complexity of the frequency-domain equalizer. Especially
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Fig. 8: Receive SNR comparison at the copper and RRH connecting point.

when considering a higher frequency range where the direct coupling magnitude
decreases, the SNR diﬀerence among the single line performance, the precoded
performances with and without IRS becomes much smaller.

5

Conclusion

Time-domain crosstalk cancellation provides more flexibility and is less intrusive than traditional vectoring for LoC systems. The proposed approach exploits LTE reference signals to estimate the copper channel, cancels crosstalk,
and yields eﬀective direct paths that are identical for all pairs. The latter
enables low-complexity channel shortening in case the desired receive SNR at
the RRH-side is not achieved because of the direct channel spread. Simulation
results with measured copper channel data confirm that the precoder performance is close to the single-user bound.
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